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ABSTRACT 
A comprossiblo finite voluinc fortuulalioii for largo eddy simulation IWLS been exleiuled 
to solve a variety of (lows by using dynamic subgrid-scale stress model and dynamic Prandtl 
number model. The basic features of this finite volume fornmlatioii include a dual time stepping 
approach with time derivative preconditioning, an implicit low-upper symtiietric Gauss-Seidel 
scheme, multiblock framework, and parallelization using message pa-ssing interface. 
riie impleiiUMitation of the dynamic motlel w;us validated by simulating a jjlane channel flow 
with constant heal flux. Good agreement between the present results and benchmark results 
in the literature wa.s achieved. Rotating channel flows with heat transfer were sequentially 
studietl by adding a rotation source term. The effects of .sjstem rotation on the turbulent heat 
transfer was investigated. Finally, a ril>-roughened channel flow wjus simulatetl without heat 
tran.sfer and with a heat flux on both walls. The influence of the rib on the How w:us studied. 
The large eddy formulation with a dynamic model generally provided excellent agreement 
with direct numerical simulation results and experimental results for turbulent flows with heat 
transfer (e.g. a plane channel flow, a rotating plane channel flow and a riI)-roughened channel 
flow). For the constant heat flux channel flows, high heating tends to rcnluce the velocity 
fluctuations, while high cooling tends to enhance the fluctuations. The mean and fluctuation 
velocity profiles collapse toward the incompressible results when normalizetl by local properties, 
as opposed to wall values. The spanwise system rotation was found to suppress turbulent 
velocity fluctuations and shear stress near the stable side of the channel, but enhance those 
fluctuations and shear stress near the unstable side. .Mso. turbulent temperature fluctuations 
and turbulent heat flux were decreased near the stable side of the channel, but increased 
near the unstable side of the channel. The existence of the rib creates a small recirculation 
xix 
zone before the rib and a larger recirculation zone after the rib. It increaiies the turbulence 
fluctuations and turbulent heat transfer around the rib as well. 
I 
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Motivation 
Over one luinclred years after Osborne Reynolds' experiinenls. lurbiilence is still one of the 
unsolved scioiilific puzzles. Analytical solutions of turbulent Hows are only available for very 
simple (lows (like homogeneous decaying turbulence) which have little to do with practical engi­
neering flows. With rapid development of computing technology, it is po.ssible now to simulate 
turbulence numerically in engineering problems by usitig a personal computer. workstJition. or 
supercomputer depending on the nature of the problem and the chosen model. 
Hardina et al. (19S0) chussifiejl the a|)proaches to predicting turbulent flows in the following 
six sut>-categories: 
• The first involves the use of correlations such ;LS the friction factor ;us a function of the 
Reynolds number or the .Nusselt number for heat transfer :is a function of the Reynolds 
and Prandtl numbers. This method is useful but is limited to simple types of flows. 
• The second uses integral (Hiuations which can be derived from the equations of motion Ijy 
integrating over one or more coordinates using approximate profil<?s. I'sually this reduces 
the problem to one or more ordinary differential e<iualions that are ojusily solvetl. 
• The third is ba.sed on etiuations obtained by averaging the equations of motion over 
time (if the flow is statistically steady), over a coordinate in which the mean flow does 
not vary, or over an ensemble of realizations (an imagined set of flows in which all 
controllable factors are kept fixed). This approach is called one-point closure and leads 
to a set of partial differential equations calknl the Reynolds averaged .Navier-Stokes (or 
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HANS) equations. Unfortunately, these equations do not form a closed set so this method 
requires the introduction of approximations (turbulence models). 
• The fourth set of methods are called two-point closures and use equations for the correla­
tions of velocity components at two distinct points or, more often, the Fourier transform 
of these equations. .\s these methods are rarely used except for homogeneous turbulence, 
nothing more about them will be discusscd here. 
• The fifth is large eddy simulation (LK.S) that solves for the largest scale motions of 
the flow while modeling only the small scale motions. It can be regarded ajs a type of 
compromise between one point methods (see above) and direct numerical simulation (see 
below). 
• Finally, there is direct numerical simulation (DNS) in which the .\avier-Stokes equations 
are solved for all the motions in a turbulent flow. 
.\s one progresses down the list, more and more of the turbulent motions are computed and 
fewer are approximated. The fifth method, large eddy simulation, is the focus of this thesis 
and will be discu.ssed more in this chapter. 
The first LF^S simulation was the study of Deardorff (1970), who simulated incompressible 
turbulence in a plane channel. The LES primarily h;i.s been employed for fundamental studies 
in the past, but has recently started to become more extensively utilized for realistic flow 
problems. 
The concept of LES mainly rests on two presutnptioiis which appear plausible in view of 
both practical experience and tht»oretical considerations. The first of these is that most global 
features of turbulent flows, like averaged mixing rates or averaged losses, are governed by the 
dynamics of the largest scales and depend only little on the small-scale turbulence. From 
the practical point of view such global features are of primary interest and hence a reliable 
simulation of the large scales will usually suffice. The other presumption is that the small 
scale turbulence, especially at high Reynolds numbers, becomes independent of the strong 
inhomogeneities which are typical for the energy-containing eddies and thus tends to be locally 
3 
isotropic. It is reasonable to suppose that in this case, models for the small-scale turbulence can 
be much simpler than the statistical turbulence models and will be more universally applicable, 
because statistical models have to account for the inhomogeneous eddies as well (Peyret 1996). 
Computationally, LI£S is clearly less costly than DNS, but in general much more e.xpen-
sive than the one-point closure (or R.\.\S) approach. This is becau.se LKS always requires 
fully three-dimensional and time-dependent calculations even for Hows that are one- or two-
dimensional in the mean (e.g. plane channel flow). Moreover, large eddy .simulation, like D.NS. 
needs to be conducted over long periotls of time to obtain stable and significant statistics. The 
application of LES should prove most fruitful for the analysis of comple.\ three-climensional 
(lows and time-dependent problems where R.-V.NS simulations frequently fail. .Vmong those 
problems are flows in and around complicated geometries, and flows with strong anisotropic 
effects such a.s rotation. 
The motivation for this research is to extend the regime of LKS into flows with comple.x 
geometry (like rib-roughed channel flow) and flows with system rotation (like rotating channel 
flow) with the consideration of heat tran.sfer and variable properties. 
1.2 Literature Review of Large Eddy Simulation 
In this section, a brief survey of LES applications for fundamental research and engineering-
type problems in the past two decades is presented. Since D.\S is so closely related to LES, 
and DNS results are usetl for evaluating the performance of l.RS. some D.N'S work has also 
been addressed. 
Fundamental studies using LES logically began with homogeneous turbulence fields. Large 
eddy simulation of incompressible isotropic turbulence were performed by Bardinaet al. (1980), 
Dang (1985), Le.sieur and Rogallo (1989), Chasnov (1997), Moin et al. (1991) and .VIetais and 
Lesieur (1992). Homogeneous incompressible turbulence suddenly exposed to rotation was 
studied using LES by Bardinaet al. (1995), Dang and Roy (1985) and Squires (1993). Another 
homogeneous flow that was extensively studied by large eddy simulation is incompressible 
turbulence subject to homogeneous shear. Large eddy simulations of this problem were made 
•I 
by Cambaoii ot al. (1981), Dang (1985). Dang and Hoy (1985a), Aupoix (I98G) and Laurence 
(I98G). 
An unbounded but inhoniogeneuus turbulent (low that lia« repeatedly been investigated 
is the turbulent mixing layer. Large eddy simulations of mixing layers were conducted by 
Mansour et al. (1978). Marayunia (1988) and Comte et al. (1990b) for incompressible flow, 
and by Leith (1990), Ragab and Sheen (1991) and Sheen et al. (1993) for compressible flow. 
Further large eddy simulations of the compressible mixing layer were performed by Vremen 
et al. (1994). Closely related to the turbulent mixing layer is the turbulent jet which was 
studied using LES by Baron and Laurence (198;j), {'ourcpiie and Eggels (199.'J) and Voke and 
Gao (1993). 
The majority of the more recent investigations have been concerned with wall-bounded 
turbulent Hows in various geometri<'.s. For example, Hiringen and Reynolds (1981) used large 
eddy simulation to stutly incompressible decaying turbiiloncp in the presence of a solid wall, 
the so-called "shear-free" boundary layer. Large tnldy simulations of "regular" incompressible 
boundary layers were conducted by Schmitt and Frietlrich (19X-1). Ksmaili and Piomelli (1992) 
and Mason and Thom.son (1992). Direct numerical simulations of turbulent boundary layers 
wore reported by Spalart (1988) and Spalart and WatmufT (199.i) for incompressible flow, and 
by Guoand .\dams (1991) for supersonic flows. Large eddy siniulations of a supersonic bound­
ary layer were conducted by Krai and Zang (1992). Further studies on turbulent boundary 
layers were concerncd with the flow over curved walls. For instance, Friedrich and Su (1982) 
and Moin et al. (199-1) performed large eddy simulations of an incompressible boundary layer 
with longitudinal curvature. \ direct simulation of a transversely curved boundary layer was 
presented by Neves et al. (1992). 
.\ very extensive application of DNS and LES has been directed toward the simulation 
of turbulent flow in a plane channel. Large eddy simulations of this flow wore conducted, 
among others, by Deardorff (1970), Schumann (1973,1975), Grotzbach (1977), Moin and Kim 
(1982), Horiuti (1985), Mason and Callen (198C), Piomelli et al. (1989), Yakhot et al. (1989), 
Germano et al. (1991), Hartel and Kleiser (1992) and Hartel (1994). Direct simulations of 
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turbulent channel How were reported by Kim et al. (1987), Gilbert and Kleiser (1991) and 
Hartel (199-1). More recent research on channel flow took into account the heat transfer using 
compressible formulations. The plane channel flow with variable properties were caculated 
using LES by Wang and Pletcher (1996), Dailey and Fletcher (1998). and Meng and Fletcher 
(1999), and by DNS by .Xicoud (1998). 
Several flow problems which are closely related to plane channel flow have occiisionally been 
studied ill the p;ust. Examples are the flow in a straight pipe, which was investigated by L'nger 
and Frieilrich (1993) using LES. and by Eggels et al. (199-1) and Zhang et al.(199l) using 
D.NS. and the flow in an annular lube (see e.g. Schumann. 197'): (irotzbach, 1987). .\nother 
related problem is the flow in a rotating channel which was investigated using LES by Kim 
(1983) and Fiomelli and Liu (199.')). Direct simulations of rotating-channel flow were reported 
by Kristoffersen and .\nders.soii (1993) and Piornelli and Liu (199.')). Large eddy simulations of 
the turbulent flow in a square duct were reporttnl by Madabhushi and \'anka (1991). Balar:i.s 
and Benocci (1991). Su and Eriedrich (1991). Wang and Fletcher (1996); D.N'S results for this 
flow were presented by Gavrilakis (1992) and Iluser and liiringen (1993). 
A more comple.\ flow problem which was studied by a iiunjber of authors is the flow over 
a backward-facing step. This flow exhibits .several complicated features such :is solid walls, 
.separation and reattachment. .Moreover, for this problem a careful choice of suitable inflow 
and outflow boundary conditions is particularly important. Large eddy simulations of the 
backward-facing step flow were perfortiied by Eriedrich and .\rnal (1990), Karniadakis et .al. 
(1990), Morinishi and Kobayashi (1990). Silveira .Neto et al. (1990) and .Aki^elvoll and Moin 
(1993). DNS studies of this flow were performed by Lee and Moin (see .•Vkselvoll and .Moine, 
1993). Related problems are the sudden pipe expansion, which wais studied using DNS by 
Wagner and Fried rich (1994), and the flow of the confined coannular jot. which was investigated 
by Akselvoll and Moin (1995) using LES. .Another type of flow where separation plays a key 
role, but where boundary conditions can be chosen in a natural way, is the driven cavity flow. 
LES studies of this problem were conducted by Jordan and Ragab (1993), who also performed 
a direct simulation, and by Zang et al. (1993). Further examples of the applications of LES 
G 
to more complex problems are the flow over square ribs, which was studied by Werner and 
Wengle (1989) and Yang and Ferziger (1993), and the flow over and around a cube in a 
plane channel which wa^i studied by Kobaya^ihi et al.(1981). He and Song (I99.i) and Werner 
and Wengle (1993). In addition to the simulation of the flow around a cube, He and Song 
(1993) presented I.ES results for several other interesting applications including diffuser flows 
or flows in bifurcation pipes and draft tubes which are used in power engineering, .\nother 
morecomple.x application of LI£S is the flow around turbiilence-control devices (LICBU devices) 
which wa.s .studied by Klein and Friedricli (1990). Typical e.xamples of recent DNS applications 
for more comple.K |)roblems arc the flow over surface-mounted riblets, which wa.s simulated by 
Chu et al. (1992) and Choi et al. (1993), and the grooved-channel flow studied by .Amon 
(1992). 
1.3 Dissertation Organization 
Chapter 2 contains the mathematical formulation for the LliS of compressible turbulent 
flows. Favrc flltcred variables are used for the non-dimensional compre.ssible .\avier-Stokes 
ctjuations. .\n integral-vector form is also illustrated to facilitate the development of the finite 
volume formulations. The mathematical formulations of the subgrid-scale modeling is al.so 
di.scussed. 
In Chapter 3, the details of the finite volume formulation are given. This includes a 
discussion of the primitive variables, spatial discretization of the inviscid and viscous flu.xes, 
and the temporal discretization of the time derivative terms. The technique of preconditioning 
is discussed. The implicit lower-upper symmetric Gauss-Seidel (LL'-SGS) scheme is shown 
in detail, which is the primary solver for the present formulation. A variety of boundary 
conditions arc discussed, including solid wall, periodic, inflow and outflow, symmetry and 
thermal boundary conditions. 
The simulation of a channel flow with constant heat flu.\ is presented in Chapter 4. The 
dynamic subgrid-scale stress and heat flux models were used to account for the subgrid scale 
effects. The results were compared with experimental results of Niederschulte et al.(I990), the 
/ 
DNS results of Kim et al. (1987) and Ka^^agi et al. (1992), and the LES results of Dailey and 
Fletcher (1998) which employed the Smagorinsky subgrid-scale model. 
Chapter 5 reports the simulations of a rotating channel flow with and without heat transfer. 
Comparisons are made with available results in the literature for isothermal rotating flows. The 
combined effects of rotation and heat transfer on the structure of turbulence channel flow are 
discussed. 
In Chapter (i, a large eddy simulation is presentetl for turbulent flow in a plane channel with 
tran.sverse square ribs on the lower wall. Two different .schemes (upwind and central difference) 
were investigated to compare their elfwtiveness in large etldy simulations. The results were 
compared with e.xperimental data and .simulations obtained by previous investigators. 
.•\ rib-roughened channel flow with heat transfer is discus.sed in Chapter 7. The heat 
flux was applied to the lower wall as well as rib surfaces. .\us.selt number and temperature 
fluctuations were obtained to show the influence of the rib on the turbulent heal transfer. A 
sy.stem rotation is added to study heal transfer characteristics of riI)-roughened channel flow 
in a rotating frame. 
The thesis is summarized in Chapter 8, and a list of the signiflcanl contributions of this 
work is given. Finally, the recommendations for future work are reported. 
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CHAPTER 2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 
In this chaptcr, the governing equations for LtiS tire developeii. The subgrid scale models 
nccessary to close the system of ecpiations are discussed. The equations are rec;ust in integral-
vector form whicli is the basis for discretizing the partial differential equations into algebraic 
ones using the finite volume technique. 
2.1 Compressible Navier-Stokes Equations 
The con.servation of ma^5.s. momentum, and energy is expressetl :us 
O i )  U i p u . )  
( ) ( t j u , u j )  _  O p  O a , j  
( ) l  O t j  O X ,  " * •  O x j  ^  '  
O j f i E )  i ) { p E u , )  ^  O j p u j )  O q j  0 ( a , jU , )  
O t  O x j  O x  J  O x  J  d x j  
where the total specific energy is /T = t + The variables in above equations have been 
nondimensionalized with respect to dimensional reference quantities, ilenoted with a subscript 
r. as 
P  =  -777 P  =  —  T  =  —  c = r:2 2.5) 
p A /  P r  l r  V /  
/i* C* 
^ " Vjffr W/Tr 
Dimensional variables are denoted with a superscript asterisk, and all other variables are 
nondimensional. 
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For a Newtonian fluid, the shear stress tensor is 
whore the strain rate tensor is 
[ , 0 u ,  d a .  
- —^ H 
2 ()xj Ox, 
and the Reynolds ntiniljer biused on refVrenre quantities is = p,.\ 'rL, fhr- Equation 2.7 
makes use of Stokes's hypothesis. A + ^// = 0. where A is the coeincient of bulk viscosity. 
The heat flux vector is given by Fourier's law of heat conduction :us 
l i t r r r O x j  
where the molecular Prandtl number is I'r — fi 'cjjk' and the reference .\lach number is 
.\/, = i-,/vW7;. 
For an ideal g:us. the pressure, temperature, and the density are related by the equation of 
state as 
p = pirr = -  i),u (-2.10) 
} .mf. 
For air. the nondimensional molecular viscosity is given :us a function of temperature by Suther­
land's law a.s 
where .S" = 111/\'. or by the power law .xs 
p = 'r (2.12) 
where typically n = 0.7. Sutherland's law is slightly more accurate over a large temperature 
range, but the power IJIW is less computationally demanding. The power law or a constant 
molecular viscosity was used for the research reportetl in this thesis. A perfect gas was assumed 
such that the specific heats, Cp and Cy, were constant, and molecular Prandtl number was 
assumed to have a constant value of 0.71. 
An alternate form of the energy equation, the thermal energy equation, can expressed as 
dpc^T , dpc^Tuj Ou, dqj duj 
at ox J au, ax J Oxi 
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2.2 Filtering 
To soparate the large scales from the small scales, a filter is defined as 
f ( x . t ) = f  /(x',/)6'(x.x':A)f/x' (2.14) 
J D  
where D  is the entire domain. C !  is the filter function, and A is the filter width, i . t ,  the wave­
length of the smallest scale retained by the filtering operation. The filter function determines 
the size and structure of the small scales that will be modeled. 
The most commonly u.sed filters for LES are the spectral cut-off filter, Ciau.ssian filter, and 
top-hat filter. The siniplest is the spectral cut-off filter, defined in wavenumber, or k space. a.s 
I for|A:,|<^v 
(2.15) 
0 for 1A:,| > A-v 
where A.v is the cut-off wave number, and k, is the ith component of the wavenumber vector 
k. This filter eliminates the contributions of the high wave numbers (or small scales). It is 
u.sed often with spectral methods; however, it is difficult to implement for finite difference or 
finite volume methods because it is not ea^iily defineti in physical space. 
The C!au.s.sian filter is preferred by some researchers becau.se it approximates the cut-off 
filter, yet ha.s very similar definitions in both wavenumber and physical space. In physical 
space, it is given by 
G { k )  =  
C ! { x , ^ )  =  " vr / Vr 
A 
exp i -
A 
(2.10) 
where c is constant. A is the filter width, and n is the number of dimensions to be filtered. In 
wavenumber space, the same filter is 
S'k' '  C ( k )  = exp 
•Ic 
(2.17) 
whore k is the magnitude of wavenumber vector, k. 
The top-hat, or box filter, is defined in physical space ais 
forlx.-^.l < A/2(.-= 1,2.3) 
otherwise 
The top-hat filter reduces to volume averaging, and is the logical choice for LES employing 
finite volume methods. 
, f 1/-^' 
6V,^) = j ^ (2.18) 
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2.3 Favre Filtered Governing Equations 
The filtering operation discussed above can be applied to tlie governing ecpiations. If CI 
is a function of x -  ^  only, differentiation and filtering operations coniinute for uniform grids 
(Leonard. 1971). 
,2.19) 
ot dt Ox Ox 
(iliosal and Moin (19!)')) point out that when stretched grids are used, tlie operation of differ­
entiation does not exactly commute, and a stnall approximation is introduced. 
This leads to the following set of filtered governing equations 
'^ + ^=0 (i.'iO) 
Ot Ox, 
O f j u ;  Opuji] ^ Op 0(T,j 
Ot Ox J Ox, Ox J 
O p E u j  ^  _  0 ^  _  ^  . . . 2 )  
Ot ^ Ox J Ox J Ox J Ox J '  
where 
(2.2:{) 
/ft r I r Ox J 
and the equation of state bin-omes 
p = n w  ( 2 : 2 r y )  
For compressible flows, it is advantageous to use the filter introducwl by Favre (198."J). 
defined by 
/ = ^  (2.26) 
P 
which implies the decomposition f = f f", where / is the re.solved component, and f" is 
the unresolved component. The Favre filtering yields the flow variables u, l \  cl\t. and />. The 
fact that p is used and not p may appear confusing, but is a natural result from filtering the 
Navier-Stokes equations and re-organizing it by the definition of Favre-averaging. 
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It should bo added that sonic relationships between variables in filtering are distinct from 
those used in Reynolds averaging. One distinction is that, in general, a Favre averaged variable, 
/ is not independent of the filtering operation, that is 
)=-¥^f (2.27) 
P 
Consequently, the Favre filtered eoverning equations are 
^ = 0 Ci.iS) 
U t  u x ,  
O f i i i . U j  _ _ ^ ^ ..Q> 
O t  O x j  O s ,  O x ,  i ) x j  
O p E \  ( ) [ ( p f : +  p ) u j ]  O i l , a , J  i ) < l  O Q j  
IF* = "1)77 "07, '  UT: 
The viscous stress tensor is given by 
= ^(S,J - ^ -SkkS.j) (2.;n) 
where the strain rate tensor and heat (lu.\ are given by 
1 ,  d u ,  O i t j  ^  
....X 
''' = "iUTFrlh. 
The effects of the small scales are present in the above ecpialions through the SGS stress 
tensor in the filtered momentum iKpiation, 
r.j = /j(u75j - «.«j) (2.3-1) 
and the SGS terms in the filtered energy equation (Vreman et al.. 199.5), 
Q j  =  ( T U j  -  f u j )  (2.35) 
-  O r , J  
a  =  u , ^  
a x j  (2.36) 
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Ou, Oil, 
' Ox J dxj 
The total energy density of the Favre filtered variables is 
t = (2.38) 
IC = c^.f + ^«,u, (2.39) 
For this study, all subgrid-.scale contributions (a. ir and t) except the lieat (lux to the total 
energy e<iuation were iicglecteil since only low Mach numbers were considered. V'renian et al. 
(199.5) demonstratetl that this assumption appropriate for Mach numbers below 0.2. For 
higher .Mach number Hows, models for these terms must be included. 
2.4 Subgrid Scale Model 
The subgrid-.scale models for I.ES must include the additional terms generated by filtering, 
much in the same way that ll.\.\'S models must approximate the Reynolds strcs.ses that appear 
in the Reynolds decomposed etiuations. 
2.4.1 Gradient-DifTusion Models 
large claiis of closure models is b;ised on the gradient-diffusion hypothesis, which is similar 
to the Boussinesq hypothe.sis. The anisotropic part of the residual stress ten.sor r,j is a.ssumed 
to be proportional to the resolved strain rate tensor S,j by 
where /i, is the subgrid viscosity, and 6 ,j is the Kronecker delta, and q = Ti^k is the i.sotropic 
part of r,j. The turbulent, or etidy viscosity is 
/'I (2..H) 
where the magnitude of the stain rate tensor is 
\S\ = y/2S,jS,j (2.42) 
The filter width, A, is usually given by A = (ArAyA.)?, where Ar. Ay, and A. are the 
control volume dimensions in the x. y and z directions, respectively, and Cj is a coefficient to 
be determined. 
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The proposed subgrid models belonging to the gradient-diffusion family can be summarized 
under the general form 
//, = pcSq (2.43) 
in which c is a dimensionless constant. A is a length scale, and <i is a velocity scale (Ciofalo, 
1994). These models can be classified into one of several models: 
1. constant r, model: /i, = 
2 .  strain model : 
3. vorticity model : fi, = 
i 
4. unresolved energy model : //, = /k;)A£7 
2.4.2 Smagorinksy 
The strain model is by far the most popular subgrid model. It was derived by Smagorinsky 
(19(33) and doveloptnl also by Lilly (19GG). For the Smagorinsky model. C'.{ is held constant 
both spatially and temporally during the simulation. The model is derived by aissuming a 
statistical equilibrium between the production and dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy at 
the smallest scales. The production of turbulent kinetic energy comes from the ciuscading of 
energy from the large scales to the small .scales. This recpiires the iussumption that the cutoff 
between the resolved and subgrid scales lies in the inertial subrange where the -.')/3 law holds 
(Tennekes and Lumkey, 1972). 
The constants in the .Smagorinsky model must be determined a priori and tend to be 
dependent upon the phy.sics. numerical algorithm, and grid size. The .Smagorinsky model is 
also limited because it cannot adapt to the physics in local regions of the flow. In wall bounded 
flows the near wall region is not ticcurately represented. Transitional flows and regions with 
recirculation zones are also poorly represented. However, some of these shortcomings can be 
overcome by using ad hoc corrections such as van Driest (195G) damping or iiitermittency 
functions (Piomelli et al., 1990). The Smagorinsky model was used in the early stage of 
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codc development in order to understand the functionality of the code and help validate the 
implementation of the dynamic SGS model. 
2.4.3 Isotropic Part of the SGS Model 
The isotropic part of the subgrid scale stress tensor, rjtfc = is treated separately from the 
anisotropic part. For incompressible (lows, may be absorbtnl into the pressure by defining a 
modified pressure. For compressible (lows, Yoshizawa's (198G) parameterization is fre<|uently 
used. 
= ru. = 2C,i>S-\S\' Ci.-l-l) 
The parameterization for r/^ luis not been met with agreement in the scientific community. 
.Many researchers have negU'ctetl q' because it is negligible compared to the thermodynamic 
pressure (Moiii et al., 1991; Spyropoulas and Ulaisdell. 1995; Krlebacher et al.. 1992). l/ikewise 
V'reman et al. (1995) found the dynamic model was unstable unless w:is neglinrted. For the 
simulations in the current work r/^ has been neglected. 
2.4.4 Dynamic Model 
Germano et al. (1991) introduced adynamic model which has spurred significant progre.ss 
in the subgrid-scale modeling of non-equilibrium (lows. In dynamic models the coe(Ticient(s) 
of the model are determined a.s the calculation progresses, based on the energy content of the 
smallest resolved scale, rather than input a priori as in the standard .Smagorinsky model. This 
is accomplished by defining a test filter (denoted by a caret) whose width A is larger than 
the grid filter-width A. .Although, the model coefficient can be a function of space and time, 
its initial applications were for Hows that were homogeneous in at least one direction, which 
allows one to assume that the model coefficient is a function of the inhomogeneous direction 
and time only. This formulation has been applied successfully to a variety of flows, giving more 
accurate results than other models in nearly all cases. Recently, a Lagrangian formulation of 
the dynamic model has been developed (Meneveau, 1996), in which the averaging is performed 
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along particle path-lines, rather tiian in the Euleriaii framework. This allows the coefhcient to 
be a fully localized function of space. 
2.4.4.1 Subgrid Stress 
Using the Boussinesq :ii>sumption, the model parameterization for the S(IS stress tensor is 
'i' = = cii)^'\s\^ (2.16) 
where 
\S\ = (2.17) 
and the grid filter length is A = (A^-Aj,A,.)'/r^k w:us neglected by setting c'l = 0.0 because 
several researchers have shown this term to be negligible compared to the thermodynamic 
pressure (Spyropoulos and Blaisdell. 1!)97: Scjuires, 1991). The dynamic subgrid stress model 
uses the information at two different grid levels (original fdter and test filter) to determine 
dynamically the coefficient C',i. Let 
t,j =])trpu; - piijij (2.18) 
which is the stress term after applying the grid filter. In the similar manner, we compute 
T,j = (2.19) 
which is the stress term after applying the test filter tfiat is usually twice larger than tlie grid 
filter. The algebraic identity of Germano et al. (1992) in the compressible case gives 
l^ij — Iij ~ 'ij 
= [eEEl) _ E lK (.2..50) 
p p 
Assuming that t,j and T,j can be modeled by the same functional form and a coefficient, 
Cd 
S, s ,  
t , j  -  f  •  t k k  % r.j = -2Cjp^^ S - fSkk) (2.51) 
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and 
7.. -
3 
'l\j —^ • hk ~ A/,J = -IC'dp^ ('S,j -  ^ -^Skk) (-2.52) 
where 5.j = i and 5 = \/S tjS,j in which Cj is a coefficient to be computed. 
Substituting Eq. 2.51 and Eq. 2.52 into Eq. 2.50 gives 
D , J  -  ^  • Du- = 2Cj = 2 C j P , j  (2.ry.i) 
\ lea^st-squares approach suggested by Lilly (1992) is used to calculate C,i in Eq. 2.5.J 
^ ^ /•! r |\ 
2.4.4.2 Dynamic Turbulent Prandtl Number 
.\ gradient transport formulation is usually a convenient and efficient way to approximate 
the turbulent heat flux. For example, the heat flux q t j  =  C i . ( p u , T  - p u , T )  can be expres.sed 
()T 
where P r t  is the SCJS turbulent Prandtl number, and f t ,  is the SC!S eddy vi.scosity. 
The turbulent Prandtl number can be determine<i by the information from two different 
grid resolutions, test filtered and grid filtered. For the test filtered .scalar Hux 
Q t j  =  c , . ( p u , T  -  p u , T )  (2..55) 
and grid filtered .scalar flux. 
q,j = c^.(pu,T -  pii.T) (2.56) 
an algebraic identity exists 
= Qtj -  'ft] 
= c,.{pu,T -  pii,T) -  c^.(pu,T -  pii,T) 
=  C v ( p u , f  -  p u , f )  (2..57) 
Using a gradient transport form for the turbulent heat flux and SGS eddy viscosity deter­
mined from dynamic SGS model for momentum equations, 
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, ,  tv .  - or .  or 
Prt Oxj Ox J 
Writing the above vcclor ('t|uation in symbolic form, yields 
Prt i\  
= <2 Ml 
where 
I-.'J = (Hij f - piijf ("2.60) 
and 
(2.61) 
where n is the square of the ratio of these two different grid resolutions. That is. 
-  • )  
A' 
- = 
Equation 2..'59 is a system of three e<|uations for a single unknown Pr,. We can employ the 
least squares approach to calculate the turbulent Prandtl number as 
Po = ^ (2.02) 
Ci < tt/ fc > 
The dynamic model for Prandtl number described above wa.s used for this re.search. 
2.4.5 Scale-similar and Mixed Dynamic Model 
While eddy-viscosity models may be able to represent the global dissipative effects of the 
small scales in a satisfactory way, they cannot reproduce the details of the stres.ses (and the 
energy exchange) accurately on a local level, and in particular the correlation that exists 
between large-scale, energy (and Reynolds stress) producing events and energy transfer to and 
from the small scales (Piomelli et al., 1996; Liu, et al., 199-1). Scale-similar and mi,\ed models 
try to reproduce this correlation more accurately. They are based on the assumption that the 
most active subgrid scales are those closer to the cutoff wavenumber, and that the scales with 
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which they interact most are those right above the cutoff (Bardina. 1980). The largest subgrid 
scales can be obtained by filtering the SC.S velocity u[ = «, - u, to yield «, = «, - u,. The 
SGS stress can then be written ;u> 
r,j = -2nrStj + u,«j -  li.iij (2.63) 
The second part of the model is the scale-similar model; the eddy-viscosity contribution pro­
vides the dissipation that is underestimated by the scale-similar part. Scale-similar and mi.xed 
models have been recently revisited in the framework of dynamic modeling ideas (Liu. 1991; 
Zang, 199.'1: Salvetti. 199.'j: lloriuti, 1997: Sarghini I99H). Due to the limitation of time, this 
model luisn't been impletiiented and used for the current research. However, it would be an 
interesting work to try this model in the future research. 
2.5 Integral-Vector Form of the Equations 
The nondiiuensional governing equations can be written in terms of the primitive variables 
{p, ti, i\ w and T) by using the ideal gas law. The equations are multiplie<l by the nondimen-
sional gas constant. /?. for simplification. The governing e<|uations in vector form are 
OE or oa 
The nondiinen.sional governing «iuations can be written in conservative form 
f  /  [ E ' i +  F j  +  ( ; k ] < i s  =  f  /mj 
Jn ot J:,u Jil 
where [T] = OL'/OW is the time derivative .hicobian matrix. 
The primitive variables. H'. and the conservative variables, C, are 
Pit 
p i i / f  
as 
VV = 
- p -
u 
V : r = 
w 
. f .  
pv/t 
p w / f  
. p / f [ c ^ f  -f- i( u'^ 4- + li''^)]-
(•2.6-1) 
(2.6.5) 
(2.66) 
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Tlie flux vector may be thought of as being comprised of iiiviscid, viscous, and subgrid 
scale components, for example 
E = Ei — Ev "I" Ed (2.6 () 
The inviscid components of the flux vector are given by 
Ei = Fi = 
pv/T 
phv/T 
IJV^/f + lip 
pvw/r 
L  { p v / f ) l l  
purr 
p i i ^ / f  +  R p  
puu/T 
pa w/T 
•  ( p u / f ) U  
The viscous components of the flux vector are given by 
0 
(T J- m 
Gi = 
pw/T 
piiu'/r 
pvti'/f  
piP/f + Rp 
Ev = Fv = • y y  
' ! / -
- Uffj- y  *4" ^'^yy i f y  . 
Gv = 
0 
a _ r ,  
O y ,  
<T-. 
. ilOrz + - <h • 
The subgrid scale stress components of the flux vector are given by 
E.= 
• 0 • • 0 • • 0 • 
T it Try Tr: 
Try ; F, = T y y  0
 
II (1 
T y z  
• Q r .  • Q y  o
 
II
 
where the resolved total enthalpy is 
1 . 
// = Cpr+:;(u' + L'2 + tr'^) 
(•2.GX) 
(2.G9) 
(2.70) 
(•2.71) 
(2.72) 
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The viscous stress tensor is given by 
' l^iR Oil Ov Ow 
M l f r  O x  O y  0 :  
The iieat (lux vectors are 
^ ^Oi' Oil Oii\ 
_ 2^il{ Oi' Oil Ov 
3/?tr Oz Ox Oy 
fiR Oil Ov 
Rt, Oy Ox 
iiR Oil Ou\ 
uR Oi' Oil' ,  
C f , n R  o f  
RtrPr Ox 
_  C p f i  H  o f  
^ RirPrlhJ 
( p f i R  o f  
The subgrid-scale stress tensors are 
Tj-j. = 
Ov 
iiy 
Ow 
0: 
tyy = 
Oil 
Ox 
Ow 
Ih 
t;; 
Oil Oi' 
Ih ~ iiy 
^ry = 
,„c/u Oi\ 
ttrz = 
^,Oii Od\ 
'•y.- = 
^^Oi' Od\ 
and the SGS heat (lux vector components are 
c , f i t R O f  
Pvi Ox 
Ci,fi,R of 
Prt ^ 
v H t R O f  
Prt 
(2.75) 
Qr = -
Qy = -
_ C v t f iQ. = (2-6) 
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CHAPTER 3. FINITE VOLUME FORMULATION 
Tlic finite volume formulation used for this research is described in this chapter. The 
spatial and temporal discrcti/ation procedures are explained in detail. The multiblock and 
parallelization procedures are also discus.sed. 
3.1 Finite Volume Approach 
The finite volume method is particuNarly lle.xible for use in «li.scretization. This approach 
allows the domain to be decomposed into any number of arbitrarily shaped cells, with the 
restriction that tiie cells completely fdl the domain. The principle used in the finite volume 
approach converts a volume integral into a surface integral using the Clauss divergence theorem. 
The equation for the conservation of ma.ss in divergence form is 
O f )  O p n  O f ) v  O f ) u '  
Ot ^ Ox ^ Oy ^ 0: 
which may be integrated on a control volume by 
= 0 (3.1) 
where fl represents the volume of the coll. .\n alternate notation uses the divergence operator. 
— 0 0 T 0 r ...  
^ = to' + a;-' + T:'' 
and represents the flux vector as 
F = 
pu 
pv 
I p w j  
(3.-I) 
Thus, Eq. 3.2 can be written as. 
f  ^dQ + f V • FdQ = 0 
Jn ol Jn 
(3.5) 
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Using the Gauss divergence theorem on the second term, the it may be recast as 
f  ^ d n  +  [  F d S  = 0 
J n  o t  J o n  
VViiere tiie cell face area vector is dS = Sii, S is tiie magnitude of the area and n is the unit 
normal. By using the Gauss divergence theorem, the contribution of the surrounding cells may 
be evaluated at the surface of the control volume. With consistant treatment of fluxes, the 
finite volume formulation enforces con.servation. 
3.2 Dependent Variables 
Although the most common set of dependent variables for the Navier-Stokes equations 
are the conservative variables (p, pii,, pEt), there are several advantages to using primitive 
variables. VVbrkitig with primitive variables simplifies the gradient calculations and implemen­
tation of the boundary conditions. For LES, using primitive variables also simplifies collecting 
statistics. For the current work, the set of primitive variables chosen is (p, u,, T). This choice 
of primitive variables is convenient for the derivation of the preconditioned governing equations 
(Fletcher and Chen. 1993: Choi and .\lerkle, 1993). 
3.3 Integral Approximations 
The cell-centered finite volume formulation \va.s applied to the filtered governing equations 
in conservation haw integral form given by Eq. 2.G5 
/  [ T ] ^ d n  +  f  [ E J +  F J  +  G k ]  • d S =  f  f m  (3.7) 
J n  Ot Jini Jii 
The volume integral in the first term was approximated by using the mean value theorem 
The face values used in the surface integrals were evaluated using the mid-point rule 
f  ( E t  +  F ]  +  G k ) - d S ^ C { \ V )  (3.9) 
J a n  
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Figure .'M Auxiliary ccll for gr.idioiit.s 
where 
(3.10) 
j=i 
and . i  denotes the six faces of the hexahedral cell. 
The Ilux vector on a cell face between the cell center ( i . j ,  f c )  and [ i  + 1. j. A:), for example, 
was determined by 
where 
3.4 Gradient Calculations 
face-based gradient approach was used in this work. The gradients of «. r, w and 7" 
were calculated to evaluate the viscous contributions to the Ilux vetHors. The gradients were 
calculated by the Gauss divergence theorem on an auxiliary control volume obtained by shifting 
the main volume one-half index in the direction of the particular cell face. .\n auxiliary cell is 
s h o w n  i n  F i g .  3 . 1  f o r  c a l c u l a t i n g  t h e  g r a d i e n t s  o n  t h e  f a c e  b e t w e e n  c e l l s  { i , j ,  k )  a n d  ( i  - I - 1 ,  j ,  k ) .  
The volume of the au.xiliary control volume is given by 
I (3.13) 
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The gradient is found by 
f  ^ 0 d Q ' =  f  a x i s '  (.Ml) 
Jiv Jm' 
For the Cartesian control volume. Vo = Or' + (pyj + <P:Ar. Using the mean value theorem. 
Eq. 3.11 is approximated by 
(i 
VoiV = 
. j ' = i  
1 he lace areas on the auxiliary control volume are 
S[ = Ai/Ac Sj = AxAc .S'(. = Aj-A(/ (;{.!()) 
On an orthogonal Cartesian grid the gradient calculations reduce to the second order central 
difTerencos. Because the problems in this work were all bjusetl on orthogonal Cartesian grids, 
this simplification was used to reduce the cotnputational cost of the simulations. 
3.5 Low Mach Number Preconditioning 
This rc.search was concerned with computing flows with significant regions of low .Mach 
number. This could occur from recirculation zones. llow.s near stagnation points, low speed 
flows with high heat transfer, or Hows with chemical reactions. These Hows lead to signif­
icant density antl property variatiotis, so that it is convenient to use the compressible form 
of the governing equations. Moreover, flows uswl to validate compresssible formulations are 
often incompressible benchmark compulations or low speetl experimental data. Traditional 
compressible flow solvers exhibit convergence problems at low Mach numbers due to the wide 
disparity between the convective and acoustic signal speeds leading to large difTcrences in the 
magnitudes of the eigenvalues of the system. 
Use of time derivative preconditioning reduces the difference in the niiignitudes of the eigen­
values, and leads to convergence rates nearly independent of Mach number. Turkel (1987) was 
one of the first to discuss preconditioning, especially for the Euler equations. Feng and .Merkle 
(1990) later applied preconditioning methods to the Euler equations using the conserved vari­
ables with an approximate factorization .scheme. Choi and Merkle (1993) extended precon­
ditioning to viscous flows. Withington et al. (1991) applied preconditioning to chemically 
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re.acting Hows using a dual time step formulation for time accuracy. Pletcher and Chen (1993) 
developed a similar preconditioning formulation which was adopted hero. 
Preconditioning is employed by adding a pseudo-time derivative that is premultiplied by a 
preconditioning matrix. The preconditioning matrix is constructed in such a way a.s to modify 
the system eigenvalues. The goal is to make the magnitude of eigenvalues closer together, 
at speeds closer to the convective speed, thereby improving convergence rates for the time 
marching algorithrii. 
For the present formulation, the preconditioning w;us iiicorporate<l by adding a pseudo-time 
derivative to the left hand side of momentum equation :us 
[r]^«-h[7]^ + r(ir) = () (;{.i7) 
where r is the j^seudo-time, and [f] is the preconditioning matrix. The preconditioning matrix 
useil here is given is .Appendix C. The addition of the p.seu<lo-time derivative is termed the 
dual time step approach, and involves iterating in pseudo-time for each step in physical time. 
I'pon convergence of the subiteration process in pseudo-time, the pseudo-time term vanishes, 
and the original unsteady governing cniuations are satisfied. 
3.6 Integration Schemes 
3.6.1 Runge Kutta 
A four-step Runge-Kutta integration can be used for the simulations using the explicit 
formulations. However, it wjisn't used for this research since it is outperformed by LL'-SCIS 
formulation (to be discussed later in this chapter) in convergence. It is described here for the 
sake of completeness. 
The menjory requirements for the Runge-Kutta .scheme may be rcnluced by using a modified 
Runge-Kutta scheme (Jameson. 1981; 198.'j). For the modified Runge-Kutta scheme, equation 
dW [r]^n + r(vv) + c(ir) = a (:j.i8) 
can be written as 
flW 
n —  =  - [ r ] - ' ( 3 . 1 9 )  
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wliich can be solved in four stages by 
= 11'-" 
ir<^' = If"-a,iAr7e(H'<") 
jl'(3) ^ v,'" -
11--' = W" - (;j.20) 
where 
(••J.-21) 
3.6.2 Local Time Stepping 
Local time stepping was used to accelerate convergence in the explicit formulation. Local 
time stepping involves using the local ma.ximum allowable pseudo-time step. For this work, 
the pseudo-time step was computed as 
where C F L  is the Courant-Triedrichs-Lewy stability parameter. The eigenvalue was taken as 
the local maximum eigenvalue in the .system. For the preconditioned system, the maximum 
eigenvalue is 
speed of sound. With the dual time step formulation, the physical time step. A/ ,  is only 
limited by the desired numerical temporal accuracy. In stretched grids, the larger cells have 
larger pseudo-time steps, enhancing the convergence of the explicit formulation. 
3.6.3 Implicit Residual Averaging 
Implicit smoothing can extend the stability limit of the Runge-Kutta scheme. The residual 
smoothing operator is 
(;{.-22) 
A=— (3.2;M 
where U  = |l' - d S ]  is the contravariant velocity, S = |</5|, and c = y/'tllT is the dimensionless 
(1  -  =  n  (3.24) 
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where and are forward and backward difference operators in the i direction, A,, and V,, 
are in the j direction, and A^ and V,; are in the k direction. Tiie unsmoothed residual. 72, is 
given by F]q. 3.19 and 72 is the residual after smoothing. Equation 3.21 is solved several times 
using a tridiagonal solver. 
3.6.4 Lower-Upper Symmetric Gauss-Seidel 
The lower-upper symmetric CJauss-Scidel (Ll'-SCIS) sclunne was originally developed by 
V'oon and Jameson (1987) for the l^ulor and .\avier-Stokes e<|uatioiis without preconditioning. 
Dailey and Fletcher (1996) used this scheme for code development that included precondi­
tioning ind rnultigrid. The pseudo-time derivative wa« discretized with an Euler backward 
difference, and the physical time derivative was discreti/ed with a three point backward differ­
ence, yielding 
+ 7(U"+') + f'(n"+') = /?(ir"+')iJ (:{.2r,) 
where AW = ll'""*"' - H'"' and Ar = - r'". The inviscid flux vectors were linearized 
about pseudo-tinie level m  as 
/:;"+' % -f [.•i]"'Air 
F;"+' % /•7 + [fl]'"Air 
67'+' % G'l"-h [C]"'Air (;{.2G) 
where [.4] = O E , / d W ,  [ B ]  =  d F , / d W ,  and [C] = OGJOW, which are listed in Appendix 
The viscous and subgrid scale stress fluxes were Uigged. Multiplying by P"' we got 
^['1 + iri-'cn"^;^ + in"' + [Bin, + [C1".-)S1 j AIV = -[11;,'fi" (:).27) 
The (i±^, j, k )  faces are labeled :is = 1 and 2. The k )  faces .ire labeled a s  J  =  and 
4, and the { i , j , k ±  j) faces are labeled a s  i 3  =  5  and 6, respectively. Inviscid flux Jacobians 
in the directions normal to faces 1 and 2 are denoted as [.4], the Jacobians in the directions 
normal to faces 3, and 4 are denoted as [B], and the inviscid Jacobians in the directions normal 
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to faccs 5 and G are denoted as [C]. 
[.-i] = + [flj'iv + 
[ B ]  =  ([.'l]«r + [W]".v + [<^']n--)j=3,l 
[C] = ([.-ll 'ir + [Bjiiy + 
For an orthogonal Cartesian grid, the matrices simplify so that [.1] = [.l], [/i] = [fi], and 
[C] = [C]. Letting Ar -> oc, 
([ir'rn^;£-+[ir* + [«]:A - +ns-v, - [r]c;.Si]) AH- = -[r]-' A-
(3.28) 
To apply the I.L'-SCIS algorithm to the preconditioned .system of equations, the flux .lacobians 
were modified (Chen and Shueii, 1991) to accommodate the preconditioned matrix a.s 
[.•i] = [ii[[r'[.-i] = [n[.-i] (••1.29) 
[.-»] = [r]-'[.-i] (••{.30) 
The flux .lacobian, [.l], is split Jis 
[.i] = [.-ir + [.-i]- (3.31) 
where 
[..i]=^ = iw([..\]±7..t[/]) (••J.;r2) 
-A = r,t • max(|A[;,]|) (3.33) 
where Aj jj is the maximum eigenvalue of and where ^ and r .\ are relaxation factors 
greater than or equal to unity. This splitting of the flux Jacobains is made to ensure diagonal 
dominance. Multiplying by the preconditioner. [F], yields 
[ r ] [ A ] ^  = 5-'{[n(."^i ± 7.i[n) = ± 7.4[n) (3.3-») 
The flux Jacobians on the control volume faces are approximated a.s 
([r][/i]AW^), = ([r][.4]+AH'-),,.t + ([r][.4]-AHo.>,.M 
([r][.4]AM02 = ([r][.4]+AH/)._,.,.fc+([r][.4]-AU'')..M 
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([r][fl]AH')3 = ([r][fl]+AH-),,,, + ([r][tf]-Air),j+,., 
([r][fl]Air), = ([r][B]+Air),,_,,, + ([r][«]-Air),,,, 
([r][qAii'')5 =-- ([r][c]-^AU'-),,,, + ([r][c]-
([rKciAii-),; = ([r][r]+An-),,,,., + ([r][cr Air),^,, 
Equation 3.28 can be written as 
( [ L ]  +  [ D ]  +  [n ) A \ V  =  -[ir ' l i  
where the matrices [/>), [/>)], and [r] are 
[L] = -[r]-'[([r][;i]+)._,.,,;.5, + + ([IlK'r I-.m-i-S;] (3.36) 
- ([r][/i]-)..,,;i.s'.. + ([r][c"r - ((r]Kr)....-^-S-.] (3.37) 
[U] = [r]-' [([r][.i]-).+,.,,fc.s', + ([r][/)]-),,+,,,i:, + ([r][c"r (3.3h) 
.Vote that [ D ]  is only a function of quantities defined at the center point. [Z,] is 
only a function of quantities at the lower points, and [f] is only a function of cjuantities at 
the upper points. These facts are utilix.ed in the solution procedure described in the following 
paragraphs. 
Due to the splitting of the (lux .lacobians, 
(3.39) 
[r][fl]+-[r][fl]- =^-7B[r] (3.-m) 
[r][cr - [r][cr =-<-,c[r] (3..11) 
It is aiisumed that i'l % S2, S3 ~ S.\, and % Sc,. such that Eq. 3.37 rwluces to 
[£>] = ^;^[r]-'['r] + QhASi, + 70^34 + 7C556)[/] (3.-I2) 
where Siz = j(Si +S2), S34 = 5(53 + 54), and S^a = 5(55 + 56). For the orthogonal Cartesian 
grid, Si = 52, 53 = 84, and S^ = S^. Due to the nature of the preconditioning matrix 
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employed here, the product [r]~'[T] is a diagonal matrix, and [ D ]  is diagonal. This is not 
generally true for other preconditioners, such as those of Choi and Merkle (1993), or Lee and 
van Leer (1993). 
To solve the system efficiently. Eq. 3.3.') is appro.ximately factored as 
( [ L ]  +  [ D ] ) [ D ] - \ [ D ]  +  [r])Air = -[ir'« (••J-J3) 
and solved in three steps ;is follows: 
Step 1: 
{ [ L ]  +  [ D ] ) A \ V  =  -[\r ' l i  
AM" = [ / j ] - ' ( - [r]- '«-  [ / . ]Air-)  
Step 2: 
([/j] + [r])Aii- = [D]AH-
AH' = Air- - [/;]-'[( ]AH' 
Step 3: 
11'"+' = IV"' + All" 
The solution process for Step I involves sweeping on i + j + k = coiifitant planes from 
the lower corner, {i.j.k) = (1. I. 1). to the upper corner (i.j.k) = {iii.nj.nk), of the grid, 
where ni, nj and rik are the number of interior control volumes in the x. y. and z directions, 
respectively. Since [iLjAir" is .always known during this process, it is movetl to the right hand 
side in Step I. For Step 2, the .solution is swept from the upper corner to the lower corner of 
the grid. Since [f ']Air is always known during this process, it is moved to the right hand side 
in Step 2. Note that [D] is diagonal. The inversion of [D] requires very little computational 
effort. 
An algorithm explained by Dailey (1997) is used to sweep on i j  + k = constant planes. 
The boundary conditions are determined by setting AH' = 0 at ghost cells and explicitly 
setting IV at the beginning of each iteration. The same algorithm was used for this research. 
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Near wall cell 
Grid boundary 
Ghost cell 
[•'iRuro 3.2 Typical ghost cell 
3.7 Convergence Criteria 
The convergence criteria is biustnl on 
/? = < m/: (3.1-1) 
•^crlU 
where Ri rcflocts the rositlual of the u-momontum equation in the system, and repre-
se[it.s the total number of cells. For the two-dimensional formulations T O L  was .set .so that 
R decreased four orders of magnitude (Dailey, 1997). For time-accurate three-dimensional 
formulations TOL was set so that R dcKreased two order of magnitude. 
3.8 Boundary Conditions 
Boundary conditions were enforced explicitly by using "ghost" or "image" cells. The ghost 
cells were generated by reflecting the control volume on the boundary about the grid boundary 
itself. The ghost cells have the same volume and surface areas as their respective fluid cells on 
the boundary. Equation 3.12 was used with boundary condition information, such a:j the no-
slip condition, zero normal pressure gradient condition, and isothermal wall conditions. From 
this information the ghosl cell values could be calculated so that these boundary conditions 
were enforced. Figure 3.2 depicts a typical ghost cell. 
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3.8.1 Solid Wall Boundary Conditions 
For solid walls, the no-slip boundary condition was used. For stationary walls, all three 
velocity components were zero. By using Eq. 3.12 the relationship between the variables in 
the ghost cell and the fluid cell becomes 
P9 — Pnw 
Uj = —Untt' 
I'a = -t'nu. (3.-J.5) 
Wj = -
T = 'IT -  T * ^  ^«tJo * atf 
whore T„o is the i.sothernial temperaturo to be enforced at the boundary. 
3.8.2 Periodic Boundary Condition 
Periodic boundary conditions were used e.xtcnsively in this work. For incompressible flows, 
the ghost colls were simply transposed copies of the fluid cells at the matching periodic bound­
ary. The relationship between the ghost antl fluid variables is given by 
P p ( 0 . y )  =  P p i L r - y )  
u ( 0 . y )  =  u ( L j . , y )  
i-(0,y) = v(Lj:.y) (3.-I6) 
w ( 0 , y )  =  w { L r . y )  
r(0,y) = T(Lr^y) 
For compres.sible flow with heat transfer, a qua.si-developed assumption is usetl, and the cor­
responding periodicity is 
P p i ^ ^ y )  —  P p i l ^ r ^ y )  
p u ( 0 , y )  =  p u ( L j : , y )  
u(0,i/) = v{Lr,y) (3.47) 
u-iO,y) = w(Lr,y) 
7'(0,y) = T(Lr,y)-^Tr 
where is the length of the ciiantiel in the strpamwise direction, and Pp is the periodic 
component of the pressure. p(-r,y) = .ix -j- })p{x,y). 
The temperature difference. ATj. is related to the net heat transferred to the flow in the 
solution domain, and was found ijy integrating the energy equation around the ijouiidaries. 
More specifically, for constant properties A'/V is given by 
However, for variable properties A/j- is a function of y because the streamwise temperature 
gradient varies in the y direction. 
3.8.3 Inflow and Outflow Boundary Conditions 
When periodic boundary conditions cannot be used, the best inllow conditions are obtained 
from the results of other simulations. For example, if one requires the flow at the inlet for a 
backward-facing step flow, a good source might be a simulation of flow in a plane channel. In 
the process of simulating plane channel flow, the velocity components on a plane normal to the 
main flow direction (streamwise) are recorded; they provide the inflow to the backward-facing 
step flow. 
Outflow boundaries are less difficult to handle. One possibility is to use extrapolation 
conditions which re(|uire the derivatives of all quantities in the direction normal to the boundary 
be zero: 
do 
where <p is any of the dependent variables. This condition is often u.sod in steady flows but is 
not satisfactory in unsteady flows. For the latter, it is better to replace this condition by an 
unsteady convective condition. A number of such conditions have been tried but the one that 
appears to work best is also the simplest: 
( : u x )  
(.3.50) 
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where U is a velocity thai is iiKlcpeiulciit of location on the outdow surface (cross-section) that 
is chosen so that overall nuuss conservation is maintained i.e.. it is the velocity requiretl to make 
the outflow mass flux equal to the incoming nia.ss (lux. For the incompressible formulation, 
the velocity is a constant equal to the inlet bulk velocity. This condition appears to avoid the 
problem caused by pressure waves being reflected off the outflow boundary back to the interior 
of the domain (Ferzigor, 1999). 
.More specifically, using forward difference for time and backwar<l difference for space on 
Eq. 3.50, then 
0 (3.51) 
A/ Ax 
which has truncation error 0(A/, Ax). If. the central difference is used for time and second-
order upwind scheme is used for space, then 
2M 2Ax ^ *' 
<vV = O'si' -
which has truncation error 0((A/)^, (Ax)^). For the first physical time step, Fq. 3.52 is u.sed. 
.Afterward. Eq. 3.5-1 should be used to get the consistent accuracy in both time and space. 
3.8.4 Symmetry Boundary Condition 
Symmetry boundary conditions, which are often used in R.A.NS computations to reduce the 
size of the domain, are usually not applicable in DNS or LES, because, although the mean flow 
may be symmetric about some particular plane, the instantaneous flow is not and important 
physical effects may be removed by application of conditions of this type. Symmetry conditions 
have, however, been used to represent free surfaces. 
3.8.5 Thermal Boundary Condition 
Basically, there are three common types of thermal boundary conditions: adiabatic, isother­
mal, and isoflux. Adiabatic wall means |^ = 0 and it is implemented by a first-order approx-
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imation 
T — T * ^ * nw (3.55) 
Tlie isotlierinai boundary condition is easily implemented as below 
(3.5G) 
where T,t,.ait is a predefined value for wall temperature. Isoflu.x thermal boundary condition is 
usually implemented by using the following formula 
Sometimes, it is to our advantage to use an alternative methoti: specify a linear distribution 
of temperature to achieve the same effect of isoflux. The parameters for the linear distribution 
can be determinetl by running several trials with thermal BC" expres.sed by Eq. 3.5S. This 
alternative can remove the unrealistic non zero fluctuations near the solid walls, which is 
introduced by using F.q. 3.58 (Kasagi. 1989). 
and 
(3.58) 
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CHAPTER 4. LARGE EDDY SIMULATION OF CONSTANT HEAT 
FLUX TURBULENT CHANNEL FLOW WITH PROPERTY 
VARITIONS USING A DYNAMIC SUBGRID-SCALE MODEL 
4.1 Introduction 
Dynamic siibgrid models were introdiictnl by Clormano ot al. (1990) and their roinarkablo 
success in predicting the beliavior of turbulent (lows luus renewed the interest of researchers 
on large eddy simulation (LES) during the decade of 90s (Piomelli, 1991; Moin, 1991). ,\s the 
understanding of the mechanism of the dynamic SGS model increased. LfvS of flows hai> begun 
to shift from incompressible to compressible turbulence.' 
One cla.ss of flows of forced convection, planar channel flow. lia.s been intensively investi­
gated by LES in recent years (Kim. 19H7: Nitnlerschulte. 1990). However, little work has been 
done on this flow with heat transfer, especially with large property variations. The (,ES of 
planar channel How with heat transfer can also help to verify the effectiveness of the law-of-
the-wall for both velocity and temperature, which is commonly used in practice and has been 
an issue for recent research. 
Most previous LES work on low speed flows with heat transfer haii employed an incom­
pressible analysis whereby temperature was treated as a pjissive scalar. Exceptions to this are 
the works done by Wang and Pletcher (1996). Dailey and Fletcher (1998) and .\icoud (1998) . 
Wang and Pletcher (1996) and .Micoud (1998) considered the case of channel flow with one wall 
heated and the other cooletl. Nicoud employed the DNS method while Wang and Pletcher used 
LES. Dailey and Pletcher applied LES with the Smagorinsky subgrid-scaie model to channel 
'This chapter is baii«d on the conference paper (AIAA 99-3356) published in the 14th AlAA Computational 
Fluid Dynamics Conference. June 29 - July 2, 1999/Norfolk, VA 
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flow with constant heat liux heating and cooling using a variable property formulation. 
In the present research, a compressible LES formulation that includes the coupling between 
fluctuating temperature and velocity fields is applied to channel flow with uniform heat flux. 
\ dynamic subgrid-scale model is employed which permits the turbulent Prandtl number to 
be computed dynamically. Comparisons are made with the benchmark D.N'S data of Kim et 
al. (1987) and Ka^agi et al. (1992), and the Smagorinsky model LES results of Dailey and 
Pletcher (1998). 
The structured grid finite volume method used to numerically solve the governing equations 
is an extension of the codes described by Dailey and Pletcher (1998). The code used Cartesian 
hexahedral control volumes, and solved for primitive variables (p. u, l \  il% T) that were storeil 
at the cell centers. Besides the physical time integration, pseudo time iteration was performed 
using an implicit LI-SGS .scheme. Low .\lach number preconditioning was u.sed to enable the 
compressible code to work efficiently at nearly incompres.sible speeds. The solver is second-
order accurate in both space and time (Dailey. 199G: Dailey, 1997). The inultiblock code wa.s 
parallelized using the message passing interface (MP!). 
4.2 Problem Description 
The problem of interest wa« developed, turbulent flow of air in a two-dimen.sional channel 
with constant wall heat flux, as depicted in Fig. 1.1. With uniform heat flux and variable prop­
erties, the flow is not spatially periodic. However, Dailey (199K) h;is proposed and validated 
a step-periodic treatment for such flows that are quasi-fully developed. Wo follow a similar 
procedure here. 
The wall heat flux was kept low such that the temperature and density variations were small. 
As a result, the resulting velocity statistics could bo reasonably compared to incompressible 
DNS and low-speed experimental data. And the temperature could be compared to passive 
scalar DNS and LES results (Dailey, 1998). 
No-slip velocity and zero normal pressure gradient boundary conditions were enforced at 
the upper and lower walls. The isoflux boundary condition for temperature was also applied 
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on both walls. All pritnitlvc variables ( p ,  u , , T )  were aiisunied to bo periodic in the spanwise (c) 
direction. The density velocity products, pu,, were assumed to bo periodic in the streaniwise 
direction as well. The pressure and temperature were not periodic in the streaniwise direction 
due to the negative, linear, streaniwise pressure gradient that drives the flow and the positive, 
linear temperature gradient resulting froni the heat addition to channel. Uoth quantities were 
decomposed into periodic and non-periodic components as 
p { j - , y . : , t )  =  J x  +  p p ( j - , ! j , : , t )  
= <px + fp(x,y, :,t) (-1.1) 
where J and 0 arc the .iverage stroamwi.se pressure and teniporature gradients, respectively, 
and the subscript p indicates the periodic components, which satisfy 
P p ( Q . y . : J )  =  p p ( L j . , y . : J )  
7p(0.i/._-./) = f , ( L , . y . z J )  (l.-i) 
where h is the length of the channel in the j*-diroction. .Moreover, the non-periodic components 
can be determined by the known conditions (Dailov. 1997). 
4.3 Results for a Low Heating Channel Plow 
The velocity statistics were cornparwl to the D.\S results of Kim et al. (1987) and the 
e.xperimental results of .N'iederschulte et al. (1992) for incompre.ssible turbulent plane channel 
flow. The DNS results were obtained by Kim et al. by directly solving the incompressible 
unsteady Navier-Stokes equations with no subgrid-scale model using about I x lO*' grid points 
(192 X 129 X ICO in r, y and c) for nondlmensional channel dimensions of -ITT X 2 X 2ff. The 
Reynolds number was = 2800. The experiments of Niederschulte were performed specif­
ically to examine the accuracy of Kim et al.'s DNS results. Therefore, the flow parameters 
were very similar, with a Reynolds number of Res = 2,457 or 2,777 for two different cases. 
Good, but not exact, agreement was found between the experimental and DNS results. 
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Besides the current dynamic SGS model results, the results from the Siiiagorinsky model 
LES study done by Dailey (1997) are also given for the purpose of comparison. Fine grid 
results (18 x 64 x 18) iia well as coarse grid ones (32 x 32 x 2-1) are shown for each model. 
The mean streamwise velocity profile is shown in Fig. 4.2 in wall coordinates. The mean 
profile was obtained by averaging in both homogeneous directions (jr and r) and in time. The 
velocity was normalized by the friction velocity as u"*" = u/ur, where iij = p,^,. The 
dash-dot lines represent the law of the wall and the log law. The additive constant of o.o 
was used in the log haw in contrast to the usual value of 5.0. This is a low Reynolds number 
correlation suggested by Kim et al (1987). .-Vs shown in the figure, there is an overshooting of 
< > within the logarithmic region for the coarse grid results (both Smagorinksy model ant! 
dynamic model), which is due to the iinderprediction of the shear stress by the coarse grid. 
The fine grid results, however, agree very well with the DNS and e.xperimental results. 
The t i v  velocity cros.s-correlalion coefficient, / { ( t t r }  is shown in Fig. 4.3. Cioo<l agreement 
was obtained between the present coarse and fine grid results and the 1).\S and experimental 
results. Slight disagreement between the present, DNS, and experimental results is evident 
near the wall. Since the influence of u~ is eliminated by the definition of uv, the coarse grid 
can also give a very good result for this coefficient. 
The riiiti velocity fluctuations are shown in Fig. 4.1. The coarse grid results exhibit the 
characteristic overprediction of the streamwise velocity fluctuations, and underprediction of 
the normal velocity fluctuations. The fine grid results show e.xcellent agreement with the D.\S 
and experimental results. .Additionally, the results of spanwise fluctuations from the dynamic 
SCIS model are a little better than those from the Smagorinsky model. There is little difference 
between these two models in predicting the rruti of u and l' velocities. 
The skewness represents the asymmetry of the turbulence statistics, and the flatness (or 
kurtosis) represents the departure of the variable from its rm^ value. The resulting skewness 
and flatness factors for the velocity fluctuations are shown in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6. More discrepan­
cies are evident between the DNS and e.xperimental results. The present results agree slightly 
less favorably with these higher order statistics, with both models, again, showing similar be­
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havior. However, tlie cli(rercncos are well within the discrepancies between the experimental 
and DNS results. 
The temperature statistics were compared to the passive scalar DNS results of Kasagi et 
al. (1992) and tlie LES results of Dailey using the Sniagorinsky model. Ka^^agi et al. directly 
solve the unsteady incompressible .\avier-Stokes equations for the velocity field. 
The pre.sent sinuilation w;us performed with a very low wall heal flux (f/,i = 1.0 x lO""*) 
in order to minimize the density variations so that the comparison to passive scalar results 
is valid. The mean temperature profiles are plotted in wall coordinates in Fig. 4.7. Both 
simuhations agree favorably with the linear profile, = fry'^. in the conductive sublayer and 
that in the logarithmic region, but with some over-estimation, compared to the D.NS results 
of Kasagi et al. (1992) and Kader's (19S1) empirical log-law {0'^ = 2.7H In y* + 2.09) formula. 
The von Karman constant of Kader's profile.l/A-® = 2.7X or ko = O.iUi. is appreciably smaller 
than the value generally accepted for high Reynolds luimbers. kg = 0.47 . Kader's formula 
takes into account Reynolds number and Praiidtl number effects. 'I"he <liscrepancy results in 
part from the differing Reynolds numbers. 
The streamwise and wall-normal turbulent heat fluxes are shown in Figs. 4.X and 4.9. The 
present streamwise turbulent heal flux computed from the dynamic model compares belter 
to the DNS results of Kasagi et al. than do the I.ES results of Dailey (1997). .\nd for the 
wall-normal turbulent heat (lux. the Smagorinksy fine grid results are :is good as the dynamic 
fine grid results, although the dynamic coarse grid results show better agreement with the D.N'S 
results than do the Sniagorinsky coarse grid results. 
The u 0  and v O  cross-correlation coefficients are shown in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11. For the 
distribution of u6, both models give the same trend: overestimating this coefficient on the 
coarse grid but underestimating it on the fine grid compared to DNS data. The reason for 
this grid dependency is unclear. For vB, the dynamic model showed significant improvement 
on the fine grid In contrast to the results from the Sniagorinsky model. 
The Fig. 4.12 shows the wall-normal distribution of Cj (averaged in both time and ho­
mogeneous spatial directions) obtained from dynamic SGS modelwith the fine grid. In the 
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Smagorinsky model for plane channel (low, the constant C, is usually taken as 0.08, the value 
used by Dailey (1998) and many others. Noting that C'd = C,^. the value of Cj computed 
dynamically agreed reasonably well with the corresponding Smagorinsky model value in the 
central part of the channel. However, the value of Cj from the dynamic model approaches zero 
netir the wall without the aid of a damping function, k comparison between with the Van 
Driest damping function and Cj within near-wall region is shown in the Fig. 1.13. The Van 
Driest damping function is given by 
where .4'' ' was evaluated as 25 (the most frequently used value), and is the distance to the 
nearest wall, expressed in wall units. It is clear that the C'j approaches into zero near the wall 
more rapidly than the C,^D^ does, it was found that the distribution of matches the 
distribution of Cj much better with . t"'" = IG. 
4.4 Results for High Heating and High Cooling Channel Flows 
The results of LES of turbulent plane channnel flow with constant wall heating and cooling 
rates of magnitudes large enough to cause significant property variations are reported in this 
section. The heat flu.xcs («„, = ^^—) at both walls are equallv set ;is 0.002 and -0.002 
^  r e f  i r e /  '  *  
for high heating and high cooling cases, respectively. They will typically result in around 50% 
change of temperature across the channel height. For the sake of comparison, the results from 
the low heating simulation are also presented. In addition, the results of Smagorinsky model 
done by Dailey (1997) are shown to evaluate the effectiveness of Smagorinsky model in these 
kinds of flow problems. 
Figure 4.14 shows the distribution of mass flow rate for three different cast's: low heating, 
high heating, high cooling. In all, si.\ sets of data are simultaneously shown in this graph. 
Very little difTerences are found between the results of the dynamic model and those of the 
Smagorinsky model. The profile of u velocity for the high heating case is, to some extent, close 
to a parabolic curve, but the profile of u velocity for the high cooling case is Hat in the central 
region with sharp gradients near the wall. The profile of low heating case is between the two. 
(•»•••!) 
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The distributions of temperature and density are illustrated in Figs. 4.15 and 4.16, respec­
tively. With heat flu.x imposed on both walls, high heating and low heating cases have low 
temperature (or high density) in the interior part of the flow but have high temperature (or 
low density) at the edges of the flow (or .solid walls). On the contrary, the high cooling c:ise 
has low temperature (or high density) near the wall, but high temperature (or low density) in 
the central part. 
The law of wall for temperature is shown in Fig. 4.17. Compared to the low heating case, 
the high heating case tends to report a smaller dimensionless temperature, and the high cooling 
case tends to report a larger dimensionless temperature. This is, in part, due to the fact that 
the high heating case has a large Ur and the high cooling case has a small Ur. 
The profiles for resolved, viscous, and SCiS-modelod stresses are shown in Figs. 4.18, 4.19, 
and 4.20, respectively. Since the stresses are normalized by the wall stress, the curves for 
three cases (low heating, high heating, and high cooling) are fairly close. The peak values are 
acliieved at a short distance from the wall for the rc.solvetl and SCS-iuodeled stresses. For 
viscous stress, the peak value occurs e.xactly at the walls. 
Tho profiles for resolved, viscous, and SGS-modeled heat fluxes are shown in Figs. 4.21. 
4.22, and 4.23, respectively, .\fter the heat flu.xes are normalized by the wall heat flux, the 
curves for three cases (low heating, high heating, and high cooling) are pretty close. Similar 
to the stress distribution, the peak values of heat flux are obtained at near-wall region for the 
re.solved and SGS-modele<l heat fluxes. For the conductive heat flux , the peak value occurs 
exactly at the walls. 
Figures 4.24, 4.25, and 4.26 are the distributions of root-moan-square of velocities in stream-
wise, wall-normal, and spanwise directions, respectively. The low heating results agree well 
with DNS and experimental data, which were obtained for a plane channel flow without heat 
transfer. These three figures suggest that the fluctuations are slightly enhanced for the high 
cooling case and suppressed for the high heating case. If semi-local coordinates are used, the 
three curves would almost collapse into one. This is demonstrated in Figs. 4.27, 4.28 and 4.29. 
Figure 4.30 presents the profiles of the turbulent Prandtl number Prj. The distribution 
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of those turbulent Praiidtl numbers for low heating, high heating, and high cooling cases arc 
fairly close to each other, within the range of 0.8 - 1.0. The DNS results of Ka:iagi et al. 
(1992) and Nicoud (1998) indicated that the turbulent Prandtl number remained generally in 
the range of 0.8 - 1.0 throughout the flow. Higher values of the turbulent Prandtl number 
in the range of 1.0 - 1.25 are observed near the wall. The SCS modeled turbulent heat flux 
might thus be slightly underestimated near the wall. However, the conductive heat transfer 
becomes dominant near the wall and only marginal effect on the accuracy of this simulation is 
expected. 
4.5 Conclusions 
large eddy simulation of turbulent planar channel flow with (low) constant wall he.ating 
w;us performed. The velocity statistics were compared to I).\S. I.KS and experimental results, 
while the temperature stati.stics were compared to D.\S of a pjussive scalar field and LKS results 
obtained using the Smagorinsky model. The 48 x G4 x 48 fine grid was found necessary and 
sufficient to provide accurate results for the velocity statistics. Both mean and higher order 
statistics were found to be in good agreement with the D.WS and experimental results, even 
with a moderate amount of grid with a second-order accurate method. The Smagorinsky model 
performed nearly as well as the dynamic model in computing the velocity statistics for planar 
channel flow. The distribution of the model constant computed dynamically was compared to 
the damped Smagorinsky value. 
The mean temperature and temperature fluctuation compared well to D.\S results. Dy­
namic model results agreed better with DNS results than did the Smagorinsky model results. 
The introduction of a dynamic Prandtl number is thought to be the reason for this improve­
ment. 
A large eddy simulation of turbulent planar channel flow with constant wall heat flux large 
enough to cause significant property variations was performed. It is found that the fluctuations 
are slightly enhanced for the high cooHng case and suppressed for the high heating case. Use of 
semi-local coordinates collapses the curves of the low heating, high heating, and high cooling 
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cases into one curve. A turbulent Prandtl number, Pr,, in the range of 0.8 - 1.0 was obtained. 
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CHAPTER 5. LARGE EDDY SIMULATION OF ROTATING 
CHANNEL FLOWS WITH AND WITHOUT HEAT TRANSFER 
5.1 Introduction 
Turbulent rotating flows are of considerable interest in a variety of industrial, geophysical 
and astrophysical applications, t.xatnples are natural flows like ocean currents, estuaries and 
atmospheric boundary layers, and engineering flows in rotating devices such as turbines, pumps, 
compres.sors and cyclone separators (lieidar. 1993). It is well known that system rotation affects 
both the mean motion and the turbulence statistics. .Many rotational-induced flow phenomena 
have been reviewtnl by Tritton (197H: 19S.j) and Hopfinger (1989).' 
System rotation influences turbulence in several ways: fore.xample. it may decre.use energy 
transfer from large to small scales or reduce turbulence dissipation and decay rate of turbulence 
energy, in rotating channel flow, system rotation can both stabilize and destabilize the flow. On 
the unstable side. Coriolis forces enhance turbulence production and increaise the inten.sity of 
turbulence, while on the stable side, Coriolis forces reduce turbulence production and decrease 
the intensity of turbulence (Piotiielli, 199.5). 
.Most large eddy simulations (LES) of flows with heat transfer reported to dale employed an 
incompressible formulation and treated temperature as a passive scalar. However, compressible 
formulations have been employed in a few recent works (Moin et al., 1991; Nicoud, 1998; Wang 
and Fletcher, 1995, 1990; Dailey and Fletcher, 1996, 1997, 1998; and Meng and Fletcher, 1999a. 
1999b) where the coupling between velocity and temperature fields were considered. 
Rotating channel flows have been investigated experimentally (Johnston, 1972; Han, 1994) 
'This chapter is based on tite conference p>aper published in International Mechanical Engitieering Congress 
k Exposition, Nov 5-10, 2000/0rlando, PL 
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and numerically (Reiclar, 1993; Tafli, 1991) by direct and largt>-tHldy simulations. However, 
very little information is available for rotating channel flow with heat transfer, especially from 
the LES or DNS community. The goal of this research is to demonstrate and analyze the 
effects of system rotation on heat transfer in turbulent channel flow. 
5.2 Numerical Method 
In the present research, a compressible LE.S formulation (Dailey, 1997: Dailey and Pletcher, 
1998; Meng et al., 1999b) is uswl, which also permits the subgrid-scale turbulent Prandtl 
number to be computed dynamically. \ finite volume method wa.s used to numerically solve the 
governing e(|uations. The code used Cartesian he.xahedral control volumes, and solved for the 
primitive variables (p, u. r. w, T) that were stored at the cell centers. Besides the physicral time 
integration, pseudo time iterations were performed to resolve nonlinearities in the algebraic 
formulation and to implement the low Mach number preconditioning using an implicit LU-
SGS scheme. The low Mach number preconditioning wa.s used to enable the compressible 
codc to work efficiently at nearly incompres.sible speeds. The solver is .second-order accurate 
in both space and time (Dailey. 199G; Dailey 1997). The multiblock code w:us parallelize<l 
using the message pa^wing interface (.\IPI). The computations were carried out on an ID.\I SP2 
(.Minnesota Supercomputing Institute) using 17 processors. 
The simulations were run with a domain size of "irr x ' l x i r  with a grid that hiod 18 x G-1 x 18 
control volumes in the x, y and r directions, respectively. A grid study (Dailey. 1997) has 
shown that for low heating .simulations without rotation, this grid size provided accurate results 
compared to DNS and experimental data. The near wall region is well-resolved. For the high 
heating case, the (based on averaged friction velocity) at the first grid point near the wall 
is lc.ss than 0.5, so no wall function was used here. 
When property variations are taken into account, flows with heating or cooling do not 
attain a fully-developed state. However, e.xperiments show that far downstream of the entry 
region, a slowly evolving quasi-developed state exists. Dailey (1997) and Dailey and Pletcher 
(1998) showed that for laminar flow with uniform heat flux conditions, use of step periodic 
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boundary conditions can match the flow conditions that evolve from variable property devel­
oping (low. Inspection of a developing flow solution revealed that the following conditions held 
approximately in the downstream region: 
^(P") _ Q 
O x  
I -
= 0 
U x  
O p  
— = constant 
O x  
O T  
—— = constant 
O x  
Thus, Dailey (1997) concluded that a short section of the downstream region could be 
computed in a "stepwise periodic" manner with the following streamwise boundary conditions. 
/;h(0.I/) = f ) i t ( L j . , y )  
t'(0.t/) = v(Lr<y) 
U ' ( O . l j )  =  u ' ( L r , y )  
P p l Q ' U )  =  P p { i r ' l j )  
'/•(O.I/) = T ( L , . y ) - X r r  (5.1) 
where Lj. is the length of the computation dom<ain in the streatnwise direction and is 
the periodic component of the pressure /}(t, i/, c, /) = Jjr -|- Pp{x, y, :,t), where J is the avertige 
streamwise pressure gradient. The temperature difference AT is compute<l from an energy 
balance utilizing the uniform heat flux imposed and the mass flux. .\11 primitive variables 
(p, Ui,T) were assumed to be periodic in the spanwise (::) direction. 
No-slip velocity and zero normal pressure gradient boundary conditions were enforced at 
the upper and lower walls. The isoflux thermal wall boundary conditions were used for both 
walls. The dimensionless wall heat flux (qu, = ^ 
heating case, and kept at 2 x 10~^ and -2 x 10"^ for high heating and high cooling cases, 
respectively. 
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The conventional Reynolds (or ensemble) average of a quantity is denoted as <>, and the 
Favre ensemble average ai; {}, where 
{ f } = < p f > / < p > .  (5.2) 
A single prime ' and a double prime " denote the turbulent fluctuations with respect to the 
lleynolds or Favre ensemble average, respectively. 
The velocity fluctuations were obtainikl at oacii time step a.-. 
u'(x. ( / )  =  u , ( x , y ) -  <  u ,  > ,  { x , i j ]  (5.3) 
where <>. denotes an average in the c direction only. The ensemble averaged root-mean-
square (rmti) values were subse<|uently obtained aii 
(5.4, 
V  - ' a f u t  
where <> denotes an average in c and in time, and is the number of time steps used 
to compute the statistics. The rotating channel flow simulation began with a fully-developed 
channel flow solution obtained from previous research, and needed about 10.000 physical time 
steps to become statistically stationary under the influence of the system rotation. The tur­
bulent statistics (e.g Urmj) were collectetl over the following 10.000 physical time steps. 
Shear stress and heat flux distributions were al.so computed a.s part of the turbulence 
statistics. The computed shear stre.ss contributions were 
Trta = - < pil"v" > (5.5) 
O h  
/ r  - X  
where is the resolvable Reynolds shear stress, is the viscous shear stress, and 7,^, is 
the modeled SGS stress. Similarly, the computed heat flu.x contributions were 
= - < pv"f" > (5.S) 
G6 
whore qres is th(? resolvable turbulent heat (lux, qcon is the heat conduction, and q„j, is the 
modeled SGS heat llux. 
5.3 Results and Discussions 
Calculations were performed for four different c;ises: no heal transfer, low he.ating. hifih 
heatinir. and liiiili coolinu. The Reynold number lit = l'{'lS]lv (biusitl on the rhannel width. 
26, and reference velocity, l ) was 5000. and the rot.ation number rtffc = wiis 0.114. 
(.Note that Itossby number is defined a.s H o  =  i ' / ( 2 i } D n ) ,  which is a quarter of the inverse of 
the rotation number Rob) 
The results from first case were compared with the D.N'S results (grid 9(i x 97 x 128) of 
Piomelli (1995) for the isothermal rotating channel flow with Rtb = = .j700 and 
Rob = O.I I l. Since it was found from previous LKS simulations that the contribution of SGS 
model to turbulent llux is small, it is interesting to do a simulation (coarse grid D.\S) without 
any model u.sing the same grid resolution that of LES (18 x 61 x -18). 
Figure 5.1 shows the profile of C  velocity versus the y  coordinate. The D.NS data (Piomelli, 
1995) are represented by circle symbols, the l.ES data are represented by a solid line, and the 
coarse grid D.NS data are represented by a dashed line. Good agre<>ment luus been found 
between the LES and D.N'S data. It is interesting that ihe i' velocity distribution is no longer 
symmetric about the center line. The maximum I' velocity is shiftinl from the centerline 
toward the lower wall due to the downward Coriolis force. The coarse grid D.N'S data are 
almost indcntical in pretlicting the averaged (' velocity. 
Figures 5.2. 5.3 and 5.4 show the r m s  distributions (normalized by the average value of 
U r  o n  t w o  w a l l s )  f o r  v e l o c i t y  f l u c t u a t i o n s  i n  x ,  y ,  a n d  c  d i r e c t i o n s ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  T h e  r m s  
fluctuations are enhanced near the unstable side (y = l.O) but reduced near the stable side 
of the channcl (y = -l.O). It is noticeable that the profile of tVmi becomes a one-peak 
distribution instead of the two-peak distribution obtained without rotation. This is also due 
to the fact that the Coriolis force acts in the y direction. These results agree well with those 
of Piomelli's, validating the current LES formulation. The coarse grid DNS data, in general, 
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Table 5.1 Summary of the numerical calculations (I) 
Case ^T.top AT T Z  
Low Heating 
High Heating 
High Cooling 
0.0701 
0.0889 
0.0686 
0.0170 
0.0759 
0.0263 
0.0585 
0.591 
0.171 
Table 5.2 Summary of the numerical calculations (II) 
Case "ti;p •V Ukot ^ /,«op 
Low Eleating G0.04 20.70 0.00551 0.00228 
High Heating 66.29 18.17 0.00587 0.00279 
High Cooling 62. M 18..57 0.005-11 0.00212 
slightly overestimate velocity fluctuations cotnpared with the Ll^S data. There is an overshoot 
for the coarse grid DNS in the prediction of velocity lluctuations near the upper (top) wall.The 
reason might bo that the current grid resolution (-18 x G-1 x 48) is not line enough for DNS. 
LES hius better damping behavior at the near wall region with the aid of the SGS model. 
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 lists .some parameters at both walls. 
where the friction velocity is 
«r = ./^ (5.11) 
V P w  
at = Tul.top - Tu,,but the temperature change across the normal direction, and Ti, is the bulk 
temperature. 
puTdy 
J-I 
The Nusselt numbers are based on the wall heat fluxes, channel hydaulic diameter, the bulk 
thermal conductivity, and the difference between wall and bulk temperatures. The friction 
coefficient is defined as 
The ratio of friction velocity at the top wall to that at the bottom wall is approximately 2.6, 
1.5, and 1.2 for high cooling, low heating, and high heating, respectively. The high cooling 
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case reacted most strongly to the system rotation by the significant difTerence between its two 
friction velocities. The low hciiting case has relative temperature change (AT'/Tt) of 5.85%, 
but high heating and high cooling case has much larger temperature change, namely, 59.4% 
and 47.1%, respectively. It is found that Nusselt number at the top wall (or the unstable 
side) is slightly more than three times as large .-vs that at the bottom wall (or the stable side). 
Friction coefTicients at the top wall arc around two times larger than those at the bottom wall. 
Figure 5.5 illustrates the streamwise velocity profiles for high heating (HH). high cooling 
(HC) and low heating (LH) c:uses. The influence of rotation is rellected in the unsymmetric 
distribution of velocities for all three cases. The I' velocity profile for IIC is above that of Lll. 
but the profile for HH is below that of LH. This is, in part, because thestreamwi.se velocity has 
been normalized by Uj in the figures and Uj is significantly infiueiKtvl by property variations 
in the flow. 
Previous researchers (Huang el al.. 1995; Dailey. 1997: Dailey and Pletcher, 1998) have 
proposed a semi-local definition of friction velocity, in which the local density is u.sed instead 
of the wall density. 
When u* is used to replace iir. the resulting semi-local distribution (Fig. 5.G) shows that the 
three profiles collap.sL>d toward the low heating curve. 
The mean temperature profiles are plotted in global coordinates and semi-local coordinates 
in Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8, respectively. The Tt and T' are defined as below. 
Tr = r; = '("• .  (5.14) 
PwCpUr l>(y)CpU; 
As for the velocity profiles, the high heating and high cooling temperature profiles in global 
coordinates departed from the low heating results. However, the spread in the curves is greatly 
decreased when semi-local coordinates are used, .\gain, non-symmetry has been observed from 
those averaged temperature distributions. 
The root-mean-square of the velocity fluctuations with respect to Reynolds ensemble aver­
ages are plotted in global coordinates in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10. Again, larger velocity fluctuations 
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were found near the unstable side as a consetjuence of rotation, and the high heating and 
cooling values varied significantly from the low heating result. The values are normalized by 
the average of Ur for the two walls. 
Figure 5.11 shows the velocity fluctuations plotted in semi-local coordinates, where u*,„, = 
"rms/"*' where u' is the average of the values computed from the two walls. The profiles 
dramatically collapsed toward the low heating results, although slight differences still e.xist 
near the peak values. The similar collapsing behavior e.xists for tVmj ai>d uVnm loo. 
Figures 5.12, 5.1.'}, and 5.14 show the viscous, resolved, and modeled SCiS shear stress 
distributions normalized by the average of the two wall shear stres.ses. The results indicate 
that rotation increa.sed the shear stress near the unstable side but suppressed the shear stre.ss 
near the stable side. 
Figures 5.15, 5.16, 5.17 show the heat conduction, resolved turbulent heat (lux and modeled 
SGS heat flux distribution normalized by the .average of the two wall heat flu.xes. The same 
trends were observed as for the shear stress distributions, suggesting that heat transfer was 
increased near the unstable side but decreaseil near the stable side because of rotation. 
The vorticity contours are shown in Figs 5.18, 5.19, and 5.20. Two cutting planes, at 
y = 0.99(5 and y = -0.99<5. are chosen to demonstrate the instantaneous magnitude of vorticity 
near the walls. Near the top wall (unstable side), small-scale turbulence structures (streaks) 
are evident. On the contrary, few streaks if any are found near the bottom wall (stable side), 
and the flow seems to be relaminarized. The .system rotation tends to stimulate turbulence 
near the unstable side, but diminish turbulence near the stable side. The high heating and 
high cooling cases have relatively same magnitudes of vorticity near the top wall, while that 
of the low heating case is much smaller, it shows that strong heat transfer can enhance the 
intensity of turbulence. 
5.4 Conclusions 
The LES results (mean velocity and velocity fluctuations) agree well with Piomelli's DNS 
data for the incompressible isothermal rotating channel flow at a rotation number of 0.1-14. 
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Turbulent cliaiinpl flow with low heating was calculated. Additionally, turbulent channel Hows 
with constant wall heating or cooling rates of magnitudes large enough to cause significant 
variation in the temperature-dependent fluid properties were simulated. .All those simulations 
were performed under the influence of spanwise system rotation. 
The distribution of mean velocity and mean temperature were influenced by system rota­
tion, transforming from a symmetric profile into a non-symmetric profile. The shift of peak 
values w;u5 toward the stable side of the channel. 
In general, the system rotation waji found to suppress turbulent velocity fluctuations and 
shear stress near the stable side of the channel, but enhance those fluctuations and shear stress 
near the unstable side. Accordingly, turbulent temperature fluctuations and turbulent heat 
llu.\ are decrea^ied near the stable side of the channel, but increased near the unstable side of 
the channel. The streamwise and spanwi.se riim velocity fluctuations can be seen to differ by 
about a factor of two near the two walls. The ratio of wall shear stress and heat flux on the 
two sides rangetl betwit'ii a factor of 2 and 3. The ratio of .N'u.sselt numbers at the two walls 
was very nearly a factor of as can be seen from Table 
The coarse grid DNS gave nearly as good results as LES, except that it overestimated the 
velocity fluctuations near the wall due to its lack of a dissipation mechanisnj. 
In addition, using semi-local coordinates instead of wall coordinates lends to collapse curves 
of high heating and low heating into that of low heating. It is interesting, too, that the 
distribution of rms of v velocity is changed significantly from a two-peak profile to a one-peak 
profile due to the Coriolis force acting in the y direction. 
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CHAPTER 6. LARGE EDDY SIMULATION OF A TURBULENT 
CHANNEL FLOW WITH A RIB-ROUGHENED WALL 
6.1 Introduction 
Large eddy simulation (LKS) is an cfFpctive approach for complex flows, in which the large, 
energy-carrying structures are computed e.xactly and the smallest scales of turbulence are 
modeled, baaed on the observation that the smallest scales of turbulence are nearly isotropic and 
universal. The subgrid scale models permit LKS to be more general and problem independent 
than the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (R.WS) approach, and it can be used at much 
higher Reynold numbers than is possible for direct numerical simulation (DNS) due to computer 
limitations.' 
Since the introduction of the dynamic SCJS model by CJermano et al. (1991). the model ha.s 
been suce.ssfully applied to many different types of turbulent flows, e.g.. transitional channel 
flow (Piomelli. 1991). compressible isotropic turbulence (Moin, 1991). co-swirlinp jet (Ol.sson. 
199-1). and the compressible lran.sitional boundary layer (Kl-Hady. 1991). It is desirable to 
advance LES technology to enable simulation of increasingly complex flows. The rib roughened 
channel configuration is important in many applications including the internal cooling passages 
of turbine blades. However, traditional turbulence models do not provide .iccurate pretlictions 
for flows containing regions of recirculation. 
.\n early LES simulation for rib-roughened channel flow was conducted by Kobayashi et al. 
( 1 9 8 4 ) .  T h e  r i b  p a r a m e t e r s  w e r e  h / H  =  0 . 3 1 2 5 ,  P / h  =  5 . 0  a n d  R e p  =  1 1 , 0 0 0 .  I n  t h e  a b o v e ,  h  
is the height of the rib, H the channel height, and P the streamwise spacing of the ribs (pitch). 
'This chapter is based on the conference paper published in 37th AIAA .'\erospace Sciences .Meeting and 
Exliibit, Jan. ll-H, 1999/Reiio, NV. AIAA 99-0423 
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The Reynolds number is based on the channel hydraulic diameter and the mean velocity. .\ 
40x2.')x9 uniformly spaced grid was ust»d. The filtered incompressible Navier-Stokes equations 
were solved with central differencing in space and Adams-Bashforth differencing in time. In a 
later paper, Kobayashi et al. (1985a) compared numerical predictions obtained with a k - f 
turbulence model to their prior L1£S results. More extensive experimental results were also 
presented. In the third report, Kobayashi et al. (1985b) showed LES results after making 
improvements to their original SCS model. 
Ciofalo and Collins (1992) also studied a similar rib-rougheiiwl channel configuration. The 
r i b  p a r a m e t e r s  w e r e  s l i g h t l y  d i f f e r e n t ,  w i t h  h / H  =  0 . 2 ,  P / h  =  7 . 2  a n d  R i  u  =  2 0 , 0 0 0 .  A  
•18 X 21 X 21 grid was used for a domain that included two ribs. The filtered incompressible 
N'avier-Stokes etiuatioiis were .solved with a collocated grid and Rhie-("how algorithm to pre­
vent "checkerboard" oscillations. The Smagorinsky SCIS model with Van Driest damping w;is 
employetl. Compari.sons were made io k - t model predictions and ex|)eritnental data. 
The large eddy simulation of a turbulent flow over an obstacle was performed by Yang and 
Fer/iger (1993). The rib paremeters were h/H = 0.5, P/h — 02 and Rid = 12800. This flow 
h.id a high blockage ratio and simulated the flow over a single obstruction as opposed to a 
periodic array of ribs, ^'ang and Ferziger performal LES and DNS with the incompres.sible 
equations, using the Smagorinsky and dynamic SCiS models for LES. The central-difference 
finite volume scheme was spatially second-order accurate. \ fractional step method was used to 
march in time, with theconvective terms being marched explicitly with a Kunge-Kutta scheme, 
and the viscous terms marched implicitly with a Crank-Nicolson schcme. A 112 x 48 x 10 grid 
was used. They concluded that the dynamic model yielded better results than the .Smagorinsky 
SGS model. 
Rib-roughened channel flow has also been investigated extensively by the experimental 
method (Burgraff, 1970; Han, 1978; Han, 1988). However, most of the experiments focusetl on 
simple parameters of engineering interest, such as friction factors and .N'usselt numbers, and 
very few expcmcntal studies have included detailed velocity and/or temperature measurements. 
Drain and Martin (1985) and Bates et al. (1983) both made detailed measurements of the mean 
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and fluctuating velocities using Laser-Doppler veiocimetry of fully developed water flow in a 
rectangular duct with one surface roughened with a periodic rib structure with h/ll = 0.2 and 
P/li = 7.2. U was found empirically that this pitch-to-height ratio gave rise to the greatest 
enhancement of heat transfer rates (Ciofalo, 1992). 
A goal of the present research was to evaluate the merits of the dynamic SGS model for this 
important class of flow. .Mso of interest in the present study is the comparison of an upwind 
formulation and a central difference scheme, both of which employ high order filtering to 
remove the grid-scale oscillations. \ compressible form of the filtered .\'avier-Stokes equations 
was used since the long term goal of the rt'.search is to include significant levels of heal transfer 
and rotation in the rib roughened channel simulation. 
6.2 Problem Description 
The problem of interest is the turbulent flow and heat transfer in a two-dimensional plane 
channel with a periodic array of transverse square ribs on one wall, as depicted in Fig. 6.1. In 
this paper, only flow results will be presented. The simulation wius set up so that comparisons 
could be made with the e.xperimental data of Drain and Martin (198.'>) and Bates el al. (1983). 
who obtaine<l detailed mean and flu'-tuating velocity measurements. This research using a 
dynamic model is a continuation of the work of Dailey (1997) who initiated the ribbed channel 
study using the Smagorinsky SCIS model. 
The geonu'try of this flow field consists of a periodic array of transverse, square ribs of height 
and width, h. The blockage ratio, which is the ratio of the rib height (/<) to channel height (f/), 
was h/ll = 0.2. The pitch-to-height ratio of the ribs (P/li) was 7.2. The nominal Reynolds 
number based on hydraulic diameter (Dh = '2H) and reference velocity was Rtp = 20000. .As 
shown in Fig. ti.l, the computational domain only involved one rib. This section was assunmi 
to be embedded in a periodic array of many ribs in a fully developed flow, which pernutted 
the use of periodic boundary conditions in the streamwise direction. A fine grid arrangement 
(80 X 64 X 48) is shown in Fig. 6.2. The coarse grid results employed a 40 x 32 x 24 grid. 
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6.3 Results 
The mean streamwise velocity profiles, normalized by the average bulk velocity at the plane 
of the rib, are shown in Fig. 6.3 and I*"ig. 6.1 at planes and B, respectively. F^lane A was 
located mid-way between the ribs, and plane B was located at the middle of the rib, as shown 
in Fig. 6.1. The profiles from the experiments of Drain and Martin (198.5) and Bates (1983) et 
dl., aa well a.s the LES results of Ciofalo and Collins (1992) arc also shown. For the results from 
upwind scheme, only coarse grid results are presented and will .serve to make a comparison 
with the results from central difference. However, both coarse grid and fine grid results from 
central difference are shown since this discretizion scheme .seems to be less di.ssipative than the 
upwind scheme and was chosen for use with the fine grid. 
It appears that both the upwind and central difference formulations can capture the tnain 
characteristics of the average streamwise velocity profile very well. The upwind .scheme results 
agree slightly better with the d.ata :us the central difference results show a little overshoot near 
the upper wall of this How field. 
The corresponding root-mean-square ( r t n t i )  streamwise velocity fluctuations at sections A  
and B are shown in Figs 6..') and G.O. respectively. Fven though .ill four LES computations 
demonstrate the same general trends, the dynamic model (upwind and central difference) 
results show better agreement with e.xperimental d.ata than the Smagorinsky model used by 
Ciofalo and Collins (1992). In addition, the central difference scheme predicts the correct 
peak magnitude of the fluctuations in Section B whereas the upwind scheme overestimates its 
values. .Vote that the upwind scheme seems to be adequate for the simulation of tnean velocity 
and rms profiles, but the central difference scheme performs slightly better for the turbulence 
fluctuations. The behaviour of the upwind scheme on other turbulence statistics is hard to 
evaluate due to the limited e.xperimenl data. The central difference results from both coarse 
grid and fine grid are close. 
Figure 6.7 shows the mean velocity vectors. For this pitch-to-height ratio, the recirculation 
region encompasses a large fraction of the region between the ribs. 
The contours of ensemble averaged uv velocity correlations, < u'v' >, or Reynold stress. 
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are shown in Fig. 6.8. < u.'v' > in the region in front of the rib is stongly influenced by the 
rib, while there is little influence from the rib along the region near the upper wall. .Moreover, 
the turbulent kinetic energy shows a distinct pattern in the recirculation area behind the rib, 
which clearly marks the recirculation region. 
The friction cocfRcieut (C/) along the lower wall is shown in Fig. 6.9. The definition of the 
Cj is aii follows, 
where V  is the reference velocity. In this figure, the two vertical lines indicate the position 
of the rib. Before the rib, there is a metlium size recirculation area. The negative values of 
Cj demonstrate this fact. After the rib, the Cj, at first, becomes positive and then negative, 
indicating that there are two recirculation area^i behind the rib. One is small and with counter­
clockwise circulation, and the other is large and with clockwise circulation. .\i the end of the 
large recirculation area, the Cj is increa.sing toward reattachment point value of zero. It is 
interesting that there are both positive and negative values of Cj along the top surface of the 
rib. It is due to the fact that there e.xists a small recirculation zone just after the leading edge 
and above the top surface of the rib. 
The contours of root mean square velocity fluctuations in the x, y and c directions are 
shown in Figs. 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12, respectively. The skewness contours of velocity fluctuations 
in the x, i/ and c directions are shown in Figs. 6.13, 6.11, and 6.15, respectively. .And flatness 
contours of velocity fluctuations are shown in Figs. 6.16, 6.17, and 6.18 for the x, i/ and c 
directions as well. 
The effects of the rib on the spanwise turbulent statistics (skewness and flatness) are more 
symmetric than that of streamwise and normal components. It is e.Kpocted that the rib has 
less influence on the r direction. The distribution of skewness and flatness show more comple.x 
patterns than that of the rms velocity fluctuations due to the existence of a rib. From Fig. 7? 
to Fig. ??, it is obvious that the fluctuations before the rib are greatly increased, which partly 
is responsible for the enhancement of heat transfer in the ribbed channel geometry. 
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6.4 Conclusions 
The simulation of turbulent (low of air in a plane channel with transverse square ribs on one 
wall waii carried out to evaluate the finite volume LKS formulation for a complex geometry and 
flow. The dynamic subgrid stress model together with two diiferent discretization schemes were 
used and the results were compared witli experiment results and a previous LES simulation 
(Ciufalo ciiid C'uHiiiji, 1992). 
It is not surprising that the dynamic SCS model obtains better agreement with experimen­
tal data than the Smagorinsky model used by Ciofalo and Collins, especially in the predictions 
of turbulence statistics. The dynamic model retjuires no damping function near solid bound­
aries. This is a clear advantage when computing (lows in complex geometries. The Smagorinsky 
model, on the other hand, requires the specification of the wall normal distance in the damping 
function. It is not clear how such a distance should be computed in complex geometries that 
contJiin corners such ai> the present ril>roughened channel. 
Reasonably good mean velocity and nnti results were observed for both the upwintl and 
central difference scheme, although the rmti results obtained by the central difference scheme 
were slightiv better. For the sake of stability, a sixth-order compact filter was necessary to 
make the central difference scheme work. Even though upwinding can be computationally 
stable without the filter, a "checkerboard" result tends to appear ;us a result of the obstacle 
and the collocated grid arrangement, in pr.ictice, a sixth-order compact filter w.is also used for 
the upwind scheme to overcome the wiggles in flow field. Since upwinding is computationally 
more expensive and still may recjuire some kind of filtering for some (lows (e.g. backward-
facing step flow or ribbed channel flow when using collocated grid arrangement) to remove the 
grid-scale wiggles, the central difference scheme was preferred in this research. Grid refinement 
appears to have little influence on the .streamwise velocity and rms values. 
The increase of turbulence statistics (rms. skewness and flatness) and coniplex flow patterns 
before the rib is part of the consequence of the rib, and is the reason for heat transfer enhance­
ment for channel flow with a rib. it is interesting that the turbulence statistics are really 
complicated and irregular, even though the rib is very simple and regular (e.g. a square), thus 
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illustrating the nonlinear nature of turbulence. As expected, the spanwise turbulence statistics 
show very good symmetry before and after the rib, indicating that they are influenced very 
little by the rib. 
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Figure 6.7 Mc.ni velocity vectors 
Figure 6.8 Average velocity correlation < u'v' > 
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Figure 6.9 Friction coefficient along the lower wall 
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Figiiro (i.lO Root moan square of u velorily [luctuatioiis 
Figure (i.ll Root mean square of i- velocity fluctuations 
Figure 6.12 Root mean square of w  velocity fluctuations 
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Figure G.i;{ Skewness of u velocity fluctuations 
Figure 6.14 Skewness of r velocity fluctuations 
Figure 6.15 Skewness of w  velocity fluctuations 
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Figure 6.1G Fl.iliic's.s of u velocity fliictiiatioiis 
Figure (j.lT Flatness of i' velocity fluctuations 
Figure 6.18 Flatness of w velocity fluctuations 
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CHAPTER 7. TURBULENT FLOW AND HEAT TRANSFER FOR A 
RIB-ROUGHENED CHANNEL 
7.1 Introduction 
The turbulent (low antl heat transfer was simulatetl for a phine channel with transverse 
square ribs on one wall. Dailey's (1997) multi-block parallel code wa« used here to investigate 
its capability to simulate the flows with comple.x geometry. The ril>roughened channel was 
chosen as a test c;ise because the ribbed wall provides comple.x flow features, such <ii> flow 
separations, recirculation zones, and reattachment, and yet allows the use of periodic boundary 
conditions in the streamwise direction. The ril)-roughened channel is of interest for cooling in 
gaii turbine blades and other practical applications. The backward facing step provides similar 
complex flow features, but recpiires the specification of non-periodic inflow conditions, which 
remains a challenge for LKS. 
In this chapter, the problem of interest is described. Simulation details such as the pro­
cedure for computing turbulence statistics are discu.ssed. Finally, results of simulations are 
presentcnJ and compared to previous LES and experimental results. 
7.2 Problem Description 
The problem of interest is the turbulent flow and heat transfer in a two-dimensional plane 
channel with a periodic array of transverse square ribs on one wall. Many practical applications 
of rib-roughened channels have ribs on both walls, but the simple case of ribs on one wall was 
used here to minimize grid requirements. The use of ribs on one wall has also been exploited in 
experimental studies because it simplifies detailed measurements of velocities and heat transfer 
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parameters. 
The simulation \v:us sol up such that comparisons could be made to the experimental data 
of Drain ot al. (1985) and Bates et al. (1983), who made detailed mean and fluctuating 
velocity measurements. The geometry of interest consists of a periodic array of transverse, 
square ribs of height and width, li. The blockage ratio, which is the ratio of the rib height, 
/i, to channel height, H, wa.s li/H = ()."2. The pitch-to-heiglit ratio of the ribs was 7.2, where 
the pitch, P, is the streamwise spacing of the ribs. Incidentally, this value of pitch-to-height 
ratio has consistently been found empirically to yield the greatest enhancement of heat transfer 
rates (Ciofalo and Collins, 1992). The nominal Reynolds number b<used on hydraulic diameter 
(Dh = l<5) and bulk velocity was lico = 20,000. 
For simulations with heal transfer, a constant heat flux, = r- —r—• was applied 
'  '  ^ p P r r /l- T^t trrf ' ' 
to both the lower wall and the upper wall. On the front, top, and b.ick surfaces of the rib, a 
constant heat flux, </u,ri6- was applic<l with a magnitude that was one-third of the heat flux on 
the lower wall, q^. Consequently, the total heat added to the ribbed channel was the same as 
for a smooth channel with no ribs and wall heat flux, For the simulations presented here, 
qui = 0.002, and qw.rtb = 0.000667. 
The computational domain only containe<l one rib. This section was assume<l to bo em­
bedded in a periodic array of many ribs in a fully developed flow, which permitted the use of 
periodic or step periodic boundary conditions in the streamwise direction. 
7.3 Simulations Details 
The turbulent rib-roughened channel simulations were performed in much the same manner 
as the smooth channel simulations presented in previous chapters, with the e.xceptions and 
modifications noted below. 
7.3.1 Boundary and Initial Conditions 
For the solid walls, including the upper and lower walls and rib surfaces, the no-slip velocity 
and zero normal pressure gradient boundary conditions were enforced. The wall temperature 
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was detcniiincd from the specified heat flux, which was q^, for the upper wall, q^., for the lower 
wall, and </u,,/3 for the rib surfaces (three rib surfaces, one top surface and two lateral surfaces). 
.'Vll solution variables were assumed to be periodic in the c direction, the only homogeneous 
direction for this flow. In the streamwise direction, the same boundary conditions utilized for 
the high heat flux channels wore utilized. Namely, the x-momentum, r and w velocities, and 
periodic component of the pressure, pp, were assumed to be periodic. The pre-ssure gradient 
parameter. J, was adjusted at each time step to maintain the desired mass flow rate. The 
temperature was assumed to be stepwise periodic, with A7j. given by 
A 7 ,  =  ,  ( 7 . 1 )  
2 ( t n / L y L : )  
where L y  =  2  and L ;  = n .  
The initial conditions for the velocity were obtained by superimposing random fluctuations 
with peak values of ±Ur. where Ur was from the smooth channel simulations, onto an initial 
mean flow. The initial mean How for the velocity was zero for v and «•, and the slreamwi.se 
velocity was set to a parabolic profile at each streamwise location. The initial pressure and 
temperature fields were uniform. Once the turbulent flow w.is deemed be statistically sta­
tionary, the simulation was run another 10,000 time steps to compute the ensemble averaged 
turbulence statistics. 
The simulations were primarily run with the dual time-stepping Ll'-SGS scheme with the 
solution domain divided into 8 blocks for the coarse grid, and IG blocks for the fine grid. 
The coarse grid simulations were run with 9 processors (one for master node, eight for slave 
nodes) on the IBM-SP2 and required about 1-2 hours of wall clock time per 5,000 time steps, 
depending on the number of subiterations required for each step in physical time. 
7.3.2 Turbulence Statistics 
The rib-roughened channel had only one homogeneous direction, the spanwise, or j-direction. 
Consequently, ensemble averaging was performed in ; direction and in time, leading to turbu­
lence statistics that were two-dimensional in the x-y plane. 
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Tilt* bulk properties were found by integrating from the lower wall (or rib surfaces) to the 
upper wall as 
where 1/2 = 1, !/i = - I in regions ahead of or behind the rib. and 1/1 = - I + /' in the region on 
top of the rib. 
7.3.3 Grid and Run Parameters 
The dimensions of the computational domain were 7.2/i x 5/i x T.Ho/i. or x 2(5 x ttS, in 
the r.y,: directions, respectively. I he coarse grid usetl 10 x .'J2 x 21 control volumes, with S 
cells on each surface of the rib. The fine grid containe<l SO x G4 x IS control volumes, with Hi 
colls on e.ich surface of the rib. The fine grid is shown in Fig. 7.1. The noiidimensional time 
step was 0.01. 
7.4.1 Mean and Fluctuating Velocity Profiles 
In the last chapter, the mean and fluctuating velocities for ribbed channel flow obtained 
by using Wang's (1996) vectorized code were presented. This simulation wa.s re-done by u.sing 
Dailey's (1997) parallel code designed for distributed-memory parallel machines such as the 
IBM-SP. The difference between those two codes is that Wang's code uses the CSIP solver 
(coupled strongly implicit procedure), but Dailey's code uses either the Runge-Kutta or the 
LU-SGS solver instead. The results from the parallel code are presented here for validation of 
the parallel codc. 
The mean streamwise velocity profiles, normalized by the average bulk velocity on the top 
of the rib, are depicted in Figs. 7.2 and 7.3 at planes A and B, respectively. Plane A was 
located mid-way between the ribs, and plane B was located on the middle of the rib. Only 
(7.2) 
(7.;i) 
7.4 Results 
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experimental data and current simulation results (both coarse grid and fine grid) are shown to 
make the figures easier to read. 
From both figures, it is shown that both coarse-grid results and fine-grid result agree well 
with the experiment data in predicting averaged velocity, while fine-grid results are slightly 
better. 
The root-mean-.squaro ( r r u s )  of the streatnwise velocity fluctuations are shown in Figs. 
7.1 and 7.5. In the prediction of velocity fluctuations in section tiie fine-grid result shows 
much better agreement with experiment data, even though both underestimate the velocity 
fluctuations somewhat. For section (1. tiie finc>-grid result captures precisely (he peak value 
near the top of the rib, and continues to remain closer to the experiment data compared 
with the coarse-grid result. It seems thtat the fine grid is necessary to calculate the turbulent 
statistics, e.g. velocity fluctuations, accurately. 
7.4.2 Heat Transfer Parameters 
The local Nusselt number distribution is shown in Fig. 7.0. compared to the experimental 
data of Lockett and Collins (1990) at two different Reynolds numbers. The distance along the 
lower wall of the channel, including the rib surfaces, is represented by x, and the location of 
the lower-front corner of the rib is rlc. The normalized .\usselt number distribution. ;us shown 
in Fig. 7.7, is obtained by using the average N'usselt number, which is defined ;us below 
where s is the di.stancc along the lower wall, including the rib surfaces. The LES prediction of 
Nusselt number agrees fairly well with experimental data. It reproduced the overall streamwise 
profile of iVuD, with a secondary maximum shortly upstream of the rib, an absolute sharp 
maximum immediately adjacent to the left-upper corner of the rib, and a minimum shortly 
downstream of the rib. The fine grid results performed slightly better than coarse grid ones, in 
particular, in the prediction of the peak value, in Fig. 7.7, use of the normalized Nusselt number 
permits comparison of results obtained from different Reynolds numbers. The examination of 
the profiles reveals that the LES simulation is in very good agreement with experimental 
(7.5) 
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data, cxcept that the niaximuin value of .V«d is underestimated somewhat. Note that there 
is an incre;»se of Nusselt number near tiie trailing edge of the rib for experimental results 
{Rep = 29,870), probably due to a recirculation zone that develops on top of the rib at high 
Reynolds numbers. 
7.4.3 Ensemble Averaged and Instantaneous Contours 
Some ensemble averaged and instantaneous contours for a riI)-roughened channel flow with 
heat transfer are presented in this section. Kigure 7.H shows mean velocity vectors with a 
ensemble averaged contour of I' velocity lUs the background. large recirculation zone behind 
the rib and a smaller recirculation zone in front of the rib are clearly evident. large fraction 
of the region between the ribs is in the recirculation zone for the current pitch-to-height ratio. 
Drain and .Martin (I9M5) reported a reattachment length of -l.-Jh. The pre.sent simulation gives 
a reattachment length of 1.2-1.;{h. 
A geometric representation of this (low is shown in l"ig. 7.0. .\ rutting plane is located 
midway in the spanwise direction. The instantaneous velocity contours are very irregular 
because of the nature of turbulence. 
The following figures show the contours of a variety of variables on two cutting planes, which 
are located at 8% and 92'X channel height, respectively. Figure 7.10 reports the instantaneous 
u velocity. On the lop cutting plane, there are streak patterns, which are characteristics for 
the small-scale turbulent structure near the wall. On the bottom cutting plane, no obvious 
streak pattern can be found even though there are still some variations of u velocity. The 
existence of recirculation area before and after the rib is thought to be the reason of this streak 
deterioration. 
The V and if velocities, shown in Figs. 7.11 and 7.12, have different behavior on two 
cutting planes. On the top cutting plane, the v and w are small and uniform. However, on the 
bottom cutting plane, there are apparent variations of v and w velocities everywhere e.\cept 
the recirculation region after the rib, where the v and w velocities arc small and uniform, too. 
The instantaneous temperature and density are presented in Figs. 7.13 and 7.14, respec-
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lively. With the identical heat flu.x applied to both walls, the top cutting plane is uniformly 
and moderately heated, but a long cool region before the rib, followed by a short hot region 
just after the rib, appears on the bottom cutting plane. .*Vccordingly, the instantaneous density 
shows the similar trend. It is noteworthy that there is a correlation between instantaneous 
t' (Fig. 7.11) and instantancH)us temperature (Fig. 7.13). The high temperature region e.xists 
where the v is small and uniformly-distributed, while the low temperature region e.xists where 
the r is relatively large and irregular. 
The magnitude of vorticity is reported in Fig. 7.15. There exist .some streak structures of 
vorticity on the top cutting plane, but the vorticity is weak and smooth on the bottom cutting 
plane except a narrow area immediately before the front surface of the rib. The recirculation 
of flow is not conductive to the formation of streak structure of vorticity. 
7.5 Conclusion 
The simulation of turbulent flow and heat transfer of air in a plane channel with trans­
verse .square ribs on one wall was attempted. Very gootl agreement between fine grid results 
and experimental data were obtained in pre<iicting velocity and velocity fluctuations. Coarse 
grid results agree well with experimental data in velocity profiles but not a.s well in velocity 
fluctuation profiles. The .Nusselt number profiles obtained from the curretit .simluation agree 
well with experimental data. The instantaneous contours of some important variables, e.g. u, 
L', w velocities, temperature, and vorticity, are demonstrated and analyzed. It is found that 
large and irregular v velocity corresponds to the cool region while small and uniform r velocity 
corresponds to the hot region. It is also found that the recirculation of flow ha.s a negative 
impact to the formation of streak structure near the wall. 
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Kigure 7.1 Computational grid for ril>-roughened channel flow 
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Figure 7.2 Mean streamwise velocity normalized by bulk velocity for Sec­
tion A 
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS 
8.1 Summary 
A compressible finite volume formulation wjis extended for the large eddy simulation of 
turbulent flows with significant heat transfer. The foundation code written by Dailey (1997) is 
an cfficionl, low-memory scheme that allows the simulation of complex flows. Kither an explicit 
Ruiige-Kutta scheme or an implicit LL'-SGS scheme could be selected ;is the .solver. The code 
was written in a multiblock framework so that it could be applied to complex gi-ometries and 
efficiently parallelized. 
In this dissertation research, a dynamic SGS model wan added to the code. The dynamic 
Prandtl number model was also developed to enable the simulation of turbulent heat transfer. 
Parallelization and portability of the code was improved by replacing the older PV'.M (parallel 
virtual machine) with .\IPI (message p<ussing interface) in the code. 
The LES formulation with the dynamic SGS model was applitnl to a plane chantiel flow 
with low wall heat flux. The results were compared to experimental data and passive scjilar 
DNS results. This formulation was subsequently applied to a planar channel flow with constant 
wall heat fluxes of magnitudes largo enough to cause significant property variations across the 
channel. The effects of high heating versus high cooling on the turbulence quantities were 
investigated and compared with the results for low heating. The results were compared to 
empirical correlations for the Nusselt number and friction coefficient. 
Furthermore, a system rotation in the spanwise direction was imposed on the planar channel 
flow with low heating, high heating and high cooling. The interaction between turbulence 
and system rotation was studied. The influence of system rotation for Nusselt number was 
discussed. 
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Apart from the mainstream of current research, the first attempt to simulate a plane channel 
with transverse square ribs on one wall was carried out using Wang's (1996) code, which is well 
suited for vector supercomputers such as Cray J90 or Cray T90. The results from velocity and 
velocity fluctuation in some specific streamwise positions were compared with experiment data 
and other LRS simulation results for a rib-roughened channel. .six-order filter was added 
to remove the gritl scale oscillations probably cau.sed by the decoupling ajisociatetl with the 
central difference formulation. 
The rib-roughened channel flow was later on simulated using Dailey's (1997) parallel code, 
but this time with heat transfer. .More turbulence statistics were collected such as temperature 
fluctuations, temperature-velocity correlation, and resolved turbulent heat flux. The iso-flux 
thermal boundary condition was applied to both walls. The Nus.selt number along the lower 
wall compared well with experimental data. 
In conclusion, results from the dynamic SGS model, in general, agreed better with ex­
perimental data and DNS data than lho.se from the Smagorinsky model, particularly in the 
prediction of turbulence statistics. System rotation was found to suppress turbulent velocity 
fluctuations and shear stresses near the stable side of the channel, but enhance the fluctuations 
and shear stresses near the unstable side. For rotating channel flows, .Nusselt numbers at two 
walls differ significantly from each other due to the influence of the system rotation (e.g. a 
factor of 3 with a rotation number 0.144). For the rib-roughened channel flow, a large recircu­
lation zone behind the rib and a smaller recirculation zone in front of the rib were reproduced. 
Enhanced turbulent statistics, such a.s temperature fluctuations and turbulent kinetic energj'. 
wore found near the rib. The Nusselt number attained a maximum value immediately adjacent 
to the left-upper corner of the rib. 
8.2 Contributions 
The contributions made to LES and to the understanding of turbulent flow and heat transfer 
physics arc listed below 
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The PVM message passing subroutine calls in Dailey's code (1997) wore replaced with 
more recent technology of MPI, which offers improved parallel efTicioncy and better porta­
bility (e.g. the IBM SP'i in Minnesota supercomputing institute doesn't support PVM, 
but supports MPI). More than 3,000 linos of the research code wore modified and de­
bugged. 
A dynamic SC!S niodf! for mmpro'^siblp flow; wafi ImplpnienttMl. Also, the i!np|prn»>!!ta-
tion of a dynamic Prandtl number model wius completed. They, together, provide the 
capability of doing more realistic LES simulation to flows with high heating rates. This 
was one of first uses of a dynamic SGS model and dynamic Prandtl number model in 
compressible flows with finite volume methods. 
To the author's knowledge, this thesis w:ui the first report on simulating a plane channel 
flow with con.stant wall heating rates leading to significant variation in the temperature-
dependent fluid properties, by using dynamic SGS and Prandtl number model. The 
simulations provided more precise information about the effect of large density and tem­
perature differences on the turbulence statistics and .structure duo to heat transfer. 
System rotation, for the first time, wa.s investigated for a planar channel flow with sig­
nificant heat transfer and variable properties by using the methodology of large eddy 
simulation. Three different cases were studied: low heating, high heating and high cool­
ing, all with spanwise system rotation. The effects of rotation on turbulence statistics 
and turbulent heat transfer were demonstrated. 
This work is the first known application of a second-order accurate, cell-centered, central 
difl'erenced compressible formulation to a rib-roughened channel flow with the use of 
dynamic SGS and Prandtl number models. In contrast to the results reported by Dailey 
(1997), very little odd-even decoupling was observed. In addition, the oscillations were 
almost invisible if the results were displayed based on vertex values instead of cell center 
values. The improvement might be due to smoother grid generation, especially near 
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the interface between adjacent blociis. The fact that tlie dynamic model provides more 
realistic damping behavior of model coefficients near the rib might be another reason. 
• Si.\th-order filtering was successfully implemented into the vector code of Wang (1996), 
which removed the undesirable wiggles (if any) but introduced only trivial unwanted 
di.ssipation compjiretl with the commonly-used fourth-order artificial dis.sipation strategy. 
8.3 Recommendations for Future Work 
It would be really valuable to extend the present finite volume formulation to other grid 
systems to allow many new problems to be addres.sed. The present formulation was developed 
in a general manner, but Cartesian grids were assumed to simplify the coding work. Extending 
the code to non-Cartesian grids would ro<|uire work in modifying flux and gratlient calculations 
and the boundary conditions. 
It is believed that .scale-similar and mixed dynamic models can reproduce the details of the 
stres,ses and energy exchange accurately on a local level. Therefore, it would be interesting to 
implement this dynamic model into the current code and evaluate the difference it can make. 
There c.\i.sts at least one physical homogeneous direction for all the flows in this thesis. .\nd 
this homogeneity was utilized to obtain the coefficients for the SCS dynamic model. In most 
practical flows, it is impossible to find a homogeneous direction, and a localized dynamic model 
is truly desirable when a dynamic SCS model is rtHjuirinl to be used. Recently, a Lagrangian 
formulation of the dynamic model has been developed (.\leneveau. I99(i) in which the averaging 
is performed along particle path-lines, rather than in the Eulerian framework. This allows the 
coefficients to be a fully localized function of space. 
rotating duct with ribs is a configuration being widely used in internal cooling passages 
of turbine blades. The ribs can be on both sides, and located in a either colocated or staggered 
manner. The experimental data of velocity and velocity fluctuations are available in different 
streamwise positions between adjacent ribs. After a localized dynamic SGS model is developed 
and tested, the current code can be used for simulating this flow in a straightforward manner. 
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APPENDIX JACOBIAN MATRICES 
Tlio .lacobiaii inatricos for the Favre fiitereti systoiii of governing equations are given below. 
l / f  0 0 0 - p / f  
u / f  P / f  0 0 - p u / f '  
v / f  0 p / f  0 - p v / P  
w / f  0 0 p / f  - p d ' / f '  
f v  +  j ( u ' ' 4 - i m / f  p v / ' i '  p i i ' / f  - i ( p / 7 ' ^ ) ( r i ^  +  +  l i ' ^ )  
R / f  0 0 0 - p / f  
R ' u / f  I ' / f  0 0 - p u / P  
R i ' / f  0 p / f  0 - p i ' / P  
R d ' / f  0 0 p / f  - p w / P  
+  J  { a -  +  +  u - ' ) / f  p u /f p r / f  p d ' / f  - \ { p / f ^ ) { i i ^  + + «•') 
u / f  p / f  0 0 - p u / f ^  
ii^/f + R 2 p u / f  0 0 - p u ^ / P  
u v / f  p v / f  p u / f  0 
-piiv/ P  
u w / f  p w / f  0 p u / f  
— p u w / P  
u l / / f  { p / t ) i H  +  u ^ )  p u i ' / f  p i i w / T  + J , ' ^ )  
1 1 6  
v / f  0 P t f  0 - p v / P  
i ' u / f  p b / f  p u l f  0 -pvii/P 
v ^ / f  +  R  0 •ipvl'l 0 - p v y p  
cCv/f 0 pd'lf p v / f  - p v d ' / P  
v f l / T  pitvlf mi[ii + c') p v d ' / f  - ^ ( p v / i ' ^ ) ( i ^ ^  + + '''^) 
w / f  
t l ' u / f  
U'i'/f 
w ^ / f  +  a  
0 
0 
0 
0 
p w / f  
0 
P / T  
p u l f  
p v / f  
2 p w / f  
-pii'/r 
- p w v / n  
- p i i ' ^ / p  
w H / f  p u t i ' / f  p i ' t i ' / f  { p / f ) ( H  +  i i ' ' )  - } ^ ( p i r / T ' ) ( n ' '  +  r '  +  i b ^ )  
where 
// — f j, / + + i"' + (N.ti) 
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